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Clovis is being honored by several
public speakers of note this week
who will address audiences during
the days of the Fair.
At 8:15 this afternoon (Thursday) Hon. Harry Bowman, Republ'can
nominee for Attorney General and
Judge Parker, Republican nominee
for Judgo of the Supreme Court will
address the voters.
On Saturday, both the Republican
and Democratic nominees for Governor will be here. This will be the
first time tho two' candidates have
been in the same town on the same
day since the campaign started. At
3:15 p. i... Judge Mcrrltt C. Mechem,
Republican nominee will address the
voters at Ihe high school auditorium
and In the evening at 7:30 Hon.
Richard II. Hanna, Democratic nominee will speak in the High School
Mors
interest is
Auditorium.
bting taken in the gubernatorial
race this year than ever before and
all voters will want to hear what
these candidates have to say.
Hon. Antonio Lucero, Democratic
nominee for Congress, and Hon. Bob
'Putney, prominent Democrat of Albuquerque will also be here on Saturday night and will address the voters
at thu auditorium.
DEMOCRATS OPEN
CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTESR
Democratic campaign headquarters have been opened in the old Lyceum Theatre building. The ladies
headquarters will be .In one side of
the building and the men's in the
other. In tho ladies' room the plan
is to have some one there at all
times between now and election day
whose business it will be to Instruct
women voters how to properly mark
their ballots.

IS SET

Curry County Will Bo Bombarded
With Political SpaacbM Until
Election, November Second

Picked Team from Eastern New W. W. Mayes Named President at
Enthusiastic
Meeting
of
Mexico Will Meet All Stars.
County Democrats.
In
Eroning.
Dance
.

The Campaign Committee of the
Curry County Democratic organization has announced the itinerary of
the Democratic speakers who will be
kept busy from nov until election
date on November 2nd.
The speakers and dutei follow:
Ranchvale,' October 18
Speakers: Mrs. G. C. Cornell, Mrs.
C. V. Steed, Cash Ramey, Judge J.
S. Morgan, Wm. A. Gillenwater.
' Moya Chapel, October IB
C. V.
Mrs. M. M. Craig, Mrs.
Steed, C. A. Hatch, J. S. Morgan,
Prof. E. H. Robinson, J. R. Hull.
Melrose, October 20
Mrs. Cornell, Mrs. Harry L. Pat-toA. W. Hockcnhull, W. W. Mayes,
Dr. G. P. Miller.
Claud, October 20
Mrs. C. V. Steed, Mm J. M.
Stalker, Prof. E. W. Bowyer, Mrs.
M. M. Craig, Fred E. Dennis.
Crady, October 23, 2 p. m.
Mrs. M. M. 'Craig, Mrs. C. V.Steed,
Mrs. James Stalker, Mrs. Cornell,
Judge S. G. Bratton, J. S. Morgan,
J. R. Hull.
These same speakers will speak at
Bollvlew at 7 :00 p. m., Saturday
night, October 23.
Pleasant Hill, October 26
Mrs. M. VL Craig, Mrs, Cornell,
Mrs. W. W. Mayes, A. W. Hocken-hul- l,
J. M. Bicklcy, E. W. Bowyer.

n
The staga is set for the
All Star game which will
bo played on tho local diamond next
Monday afternoon ct 3:00 o'clock.
A picked tea"m from Eastern New
Mexico, bolstered up with a battery
from the All Stars, will strive to send
the veterans away vyith the small end
of tho score.
In the evening a dance will be
given In tho Elks Auditorium In hon'
or of the visitors.
Line-u- p
Clovis
Catcher, Wheat, Phila. Nationals.
Pitcher, Rixey, Phila. Nationals.
DeLong, Slaton, first base.
Bennett, Hereford, second base.
Hale, Tulia, short stop.
Bob Mucsel, third base, Yanks.
Johnson,
Goodwin, Craft, and
Stroupes, outfield.
Ail StanCatcher, Schmidt, Pittsburg Na
tionnls.
Pitcher, Meadows, Phila. Natl.
Pitcher, Martin, Chicago Cuba
Paulcttc, Pittsburg, first base.
Rawlins, Phila., second base.
Tierncy, Pitsburg, shortstop.
Bookel, Pittsburg, third base.
Stengel, Lewis, Irish Mucsel, out
field.

RODES BUYS WEST
GRAND AVENUE PROPERTY

National-America-

-

ROLL CALL OF REO
STARTS

S

A. J. Hodes recently purchased the
frame building and lot oa .Grand Executive Committee Plans to Con.
tinue Activities Throughout
Avenue formerly known as the old
Curry County.
Tho
New
property
building.
Clovis
was purchased from A. E. Currcn
"Two thousand members in Curry
and the consideration was around
County"
is the goal set by the cxecu
$4,000. Later Mr. Rodea will likely
tive committee of the Curry County
build a brick building there.
Chapter of tho American Red Cross
in the campaign which will start November 11, and continue for three
GRAIN MARKET IS
weeks.
GOING UP SLOWLY HARVEST FESUVftL
.
The membership fees, which is
per year for each member, will
$1.00
upward
going
The groin murkut is
GOIKGJULL SWING go into the County Red Cross fund
jilowly. Wheat is selling today for
and will go toward continuing the
11.80, and knfir at $1.00 per 100.
men,
However, little, of the fall crop Livestock and Farm Exhibits Pouring relief work among
keeping the Red Cross community
in. Camp Meredith is Real
of small grain Is being marketed.
nurse in the county and other routine
Tent City.
of work that the local chapter has
The Curry County Harvest Festi- been doing since the war.
'
TO
val and Live Stock Show started in
BOYS AND
The pence time program of the
full sway this morning. ' Display of American Red Cross, which was startlive stock and farm products are ed shortly after the armistice- was
pouring in, and tho display rooms signed, has Seen very large in its
and livestock exhibit pens are being scope.
In addition to conducting
Chamber of Commerce Requests that enlarged to take care of the pro- chapter offices for the assistance of
ducts of the county.
Fifty Cart Ba Furnished For
returned
men, the National
The (Quay County dclegat'on of Headquarters of the Rod Cross has
Thi Purpose Friday Afternoon.
Boys' and Girls' Clubs arrived last sent $10,000 into New Mexico for
Manv boys and girls who are mem nlghl, and the. other delegations will the relief of tho flood sufferers in
bers of the Boys' and Girls' Clubs be in today: Camp Meredith, the the Rio Grande Valley. Miss Ethel
will be in Clovis this week attend Club camp, resembles a tent city, Smock, former home service secreing the Curry County Fair. Every and has been, erected to take care of tary of tho Curry County chapter
effort will be made to make the the 400 club delegates who will take has had charge of tho relief work
visit a plcarant one for thj boys part in the district encampment and at San Marcial since July 1st.
Community-RiCross nurses, too,
nnu km ib. wii i
v...w".. - exhibit the results of their year's
1 :30 they will bo taken .for a drive
work.
have been placed in nine communiCounty Agent J. G. Hamilton of ties in the state, and have been doing
over the city and a visit to the Santa
Fo shops. Fifty cars will be nooded Torrance County is here to judge the some remarkable relief work. These
and the Chamber of Commerce re- crop exhibits, and J. L. La n tow of nurses, to coma up to the requirequests all those who will furnish cars the New Mexico Agricultural College ments of the Red Cross, must have
to be on hand promptly at 1:30 will judge the livestock exhibits. Mrs. had exceptional training to fit them
o'clock Friday afternoon. Bert Cur-les-s R. G. Foster of the home economics for the work. As soon as a suitable
of the Chamber of Comniorca department of the college will judge nurse can be secured for Curry Counsavs that nothing short of this num the cooking and sewing exhibits of ty she will tako up the work in. Clober will bo sufficient to carry all the the girls.
vis and the other communities in the
A complete program of tho three county.
boy and girl visitors that will be the
lays' events appears on this page.
city's guests at that time.
To dnlo, comunrty nurses have
been placed by the Red Cross in
Tucumcari,
Clayton,
Magdnlena,
Chaves County, Santa Fe, Albuquer-quo- ,
Roswell, Raton and Columbus,
to
and every effort is being-madsecure a nurse for Curry County.
Different organizations in Clovis
and Curry County will assist in the
annual roll call, and members of the
executive committee feel that the
Here it is, read: "The members of the League undertuko to
goal of 2,000 members will bo reach
respect and preserve as against external aggression tho territorial
ed within a short time.
Integrity and existing political independence of all mombcrs of tho
League. In cose of any such aggression the council shall ADVISE
PARTNERSHIP FORMED IN
fulfilled."
upon the means by which this obligation shall-b- e
ADMIRAL WELDING SHOP
Read what a Republican says of Article X: '"The reason for
In a dcaj which was closed this
Article X is the protection of weaker nations against stronger ones.,
e
T. M. Ruckman, of Clovia, bo- week,
except
cr-conspiracy,
seldom
attacked
in
are
like
of
Great nations
that of the present war, and when such a conspiracy exists all of. 1 enmo a partner with Jeff D. Bryant
in the Admiral Welding Shop. The
the members of the League will be anxious to join in its suppression.
shop will add new equipment ac
Article X Is one of tho great steps forward provided In the League
cording to Mr. Bryant, and' will
for the securing of general peace." William H. Taft
equip a car with a welding plant for
emergency trips In the country.
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Republicans Claim that Article X
Will Involve Us In War.

f

An enthusiastic meeting of Democrats was held at tho Court House
on Tuesday night of this week at
which a Curry County Cox and Roos-

evelt Club was organized with a
large membership.
The meeting was presided over by
Chas. E. Dennis and talks were made
by Mrs. G. C. Cornell of Clovia and
Mrs. M. M. Craig of Texico, follow-in- g
which Mrs. Frances Nixon of 'Ft.
Sumner made an instructive talk on
the League of Nations. Mrs. Nixon
is well versed on this subject and
her address was appreciated by all.
The Cox and Roosevelt Club was
organized with Walter W. Mayes as
president, Mrs. G. C. Cornell at vice
president, and Daniel Boone as
ary-treasurer.
Following the election of oficers the membership roll
was opened and practically everyone
present joined.
secret-

FRED W. JAMES DIED
OCTOBER S IN COLORADO
.Word was received here last week
announcing the death of Fred W.
James which occurred at Boulder,
Colorado, on the 8th. Mr. Jamea
was a former citizen of Curry County and was one of the
e
settlers here. About two years ago
he sold out and moved to Colorado.
Mr. James u survived by his wife
and a son and a daughter.
He was
brother-in-lato Minvin Mosley of
this place, who left immediately for
Boulder on receipt of the message
that Mr. Jamea was dead.
aid-tim-
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14th
10:30 a. m. Johnson's Band plays on Main Street at First National
Bank corner for one hour.
11:30 Free exhibition on Main street by Cameron!, the strong man.
1:00 p. m. Bandilays at Camp Meredith, Boys' and Girls Club
Grounds.
,
1:30 p. m. Girls Cooking Contest at Court House.
2:30 p. m. Free exhibition by Cameronl, the strong man.. ...
by Harry Bowman and Juge Parker, Re"
8:15 p.
publican candidates, at the Court House following band concert.
4:15 p. m. Band plays at Livestock and Agriculture Grounds,
Elks Auditorium.
7:30 p. m. Band Concert and Boys' and Girls' Club program,
High School Auditorium.
2 :00 to 4 :00 p. m.
Riding and Roping Contests, ball park, admission 50c.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15th
9:00 a. m. Girls' Sewing Contest, Court House.
9:30 a. m. Clovis Public School Patriotic Parade, led by band.
10:30 a. su Roswell High School vs. Clovis High School, Football,
admission 50c. Band leads crowd to grounds and plays be.
tween halves.
Farm Products judged this morning.
1 :30 p. m.
Auto Ride and Santa Fe Shop visit for Club Members.
Fifty citizens requested to be on hand with cars at Court House.
2:00 p. m. Band Concert on Main Street.
2:30 p. ra. Free exhibition on Main Street by Cameroni, the strong
.
man.
2 :00 to 4 :00 p. m. Riding and Roping Contests, ball park, admission 50c.
3:00 p. m. Band at Exhibition Grounds.
Poultry, Rabbits, Livestock, Booths, and Women's Department
judged thia afternoon.
7 :00 p. ra.
Basketball game between Melrose and Texico, Gymnasium.
7:45 to 8:45 p. m. Band Concert on Main Street.

i

k

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16th
Band Concert on Main Street.
,J1:00 a. m. Free exhibition by Cameroni,. .tha strong man, -- 1 :00 p. m.
Curry County School Parade, led by the band.
3:00 p. m. Texico vs. Santa Fe Shop Apprentices, Football,
Follow the band.
35c.
2:00 to 4:00 p. m. Riding and Roping Contests, ball park, admission 50c.
3:15 p. m. Address by Judge Mcehem, Republican candidate for
Governor, following brief concert by band, High School Auditorium.
5:00 p. m. Free exhibition on Main Street by Cameroni, the
strong man.
7:00 p. m. Bund Concert, Main Street.
7:30 p. m. Address by Hon. Richard H. Hanna, Democratic candidate for Governor,' following brief concert by band, High
School Auditorium..
10:00 a. m.

KEYES GROCERY WILL
MOVETO NORTH MAIN
The M. W.. Keycs Cash Grocery
will move Monday from its stand at
222 South Main Street to the building
on North Main Street recently occupied by the Little Smart Shop.
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Structure 78 by 118 Feet, to Cost
$75,000, and will ba Completed
'in Ten Months

44'4.4-4444- '

Time.

Work on the new $75,000 Methodist church building will be started
next week when the parsonageund
the old Liberty school building will
bo moved off the-lot
and the
chuirh building torn down preparatory to excavation for tho basement.,
For some tinio the question of the
location for tho r.ew building has
been debated,' but it has finally been
present
decided to build on the
church site instead of on North Main
street as had originally been planned.
At presont the basement, 78x118
feet, which will be under tho entire
building, will be rushed to completion, and it is planned that it will be
ready for Sunday school classes and
church services by tho first of January. Tho remainder of the structure
will probably be completed by August 1, 1021.
By popular subscription $35,000
has been raised in Clovis for the
church fund, and members of the
church hope to mako this amount
$50,000 before the building is well
under way. Tho remaining $25,000
will be taken care of by a donation
and loan from the Methodist church
extension fund.
The parsonage and tho Liberty
school building will be moved
to
Sholdon and Vigil Streets early In the
week, and church services at present
will be conducted in tho high school
building.
ts

pn-sen-

FARMERS RUNNING RACE
WITH JACK FROST
Curry Cpunty farmers are running
an interesting race with Jack Frost
now. The row crop Is being harvest
ed in a hurry and all are hoping that
cold weather will hold off until Nov.
1st The wheat that has been sown
would be .benefitted by a rain now,
but rainfall now would not be particularly welcomed by the man with a
b'g tow crop that is yet unharvested.
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Mountain States Telephone Co. Has Indians Cover Last Lap and Wia
Final Victory Over Dodgers
Big Crw of Men Who Will
by 3 to 0 Tuesday.
FinUh Work in 4 Months.
The work of rebuilding the Clovis
telephone system was commenced
this week by the Mountain States
Telephone Co. The work is in charge
of C. Oakes of El Paso, Texas, who
says he will have a crew of twenty
men busy for four months before the
new plant will be in operation.
Tho new system will be what is
known as a common battery system
in every parand will be
ticular.
For several years Clovis'
telephone system has been fur behind
the growth of the town and it has
been Impossible for patrons to be
supplied with phones. This troublo
will all be alleviated when the new
system is completed.

By taking four straight games tho
Cleveland Indians won the world
series pennant from, the Brooklya
Dodgers. After taking the first gamo
of the-- scries, the victors dropped tha
next two, but the final stretch outclassed the Brooklyn team in every
game.
The score by games follows:
Cleveland, 3; Brooklyn, 1.
Brooklyn, 3; Cleveland, 0.
Brooklyn, 2; Cleveland, 1.
.
Cleveland, 5; Brooklyn, 1.
Cleveland, 8; Brooklyn, 1.
Cleveland, 1; Brooklyn, 0.
Cleveland, 3; Brooklyn, 0.
;

JOHN HOUSE HERE

e
John House, Democratic
CLOVIS AUTO COMPANY
of House, N. M., was a Clovis visitor
INN
MOTOR
PURCHASES
tho first of the week. Mr. House
Is one of the
of this secA deal was closed Saturday where-,b- y
ClovU
is
Ed Gray and Sam Haynes, of the tion but this his first trip to
quite
while.
in
a
Niceout
E.
bought
-'
Clovis Auto Co.,
demus, of the Motor Inn Garage,
for a consideration of $10,000. The
ADVERTISERS, NOTICE1
Clovis Auto Co. will stilt be kept at
,
.
.
the samo old stand on South Main
In order to give tho best pos- Street, and Mr. Nicodemus will handle the Packard and Jordan agencies
sible service to our advertisers,
at the Motor Inn.
the News requests that all ad
copy be turned in aa early in
VOTERS MUST REGISTER
the week as possible. Wa feol
that in this way we can devote
Some men and women who have
more attention to the. ads, and
y
recently moved from Texas to Cur-rwe shall appreciate it If tha ad- County are under the Impression
vortising public will
that they have to pay a poll tax to
with aa by turning their copy in
vote. This Is a mistake. All voters
as early as possible.
must bo registered, however..
war-hors-

rs

.
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The Clovis News
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EDWARD L. MANSON
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Entered at the postoffice at Clovis,
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One Year.
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Six Months
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Clovis will next Saturday be honored by a vifdt from Judge Mechem
and Judge Hunna, rival candidates
for gubernatorial honors. Their
pcakinff will be part of the entertainment of the fair.

cision of the council is not acceptable, it will still not go to war for
three months following the rendering
of the decision.
It is provided In the covenant of
the League of Nations that any nation thtvt disregards these solemn
promises with regard to arbitration
and discussion shall thereby deemed
ipso facto to have committed an act
of war against the other members of
the league and that there shall thereupon follow an absolute exclusion of
thut nation from communication of
nny kind with the members of the
League. No goods can be shipped in
or out; no telegraphic messages con
be exchanged ; there shall be no communication of any kind between the
people of other nations and the people of that nation. There is not a
nation in Europe that can stand that
for six months. Germany could have
faced the armies of the world more
readily than she could have faced
the boycott of the world.

Every woman In Curry County
should deem it her duty to go to the
polls and vote at the election in
November. She may not have favorSTRAW BALLOTS
ed suffrage, but nevertheless she is
Straw ballots are always in fashion
now face to face with the fact that
during
the weeks before presidential
it la woman's duty to help mould the
destinies of the nation, and her election. They will be taken this
year on a bigger scale than ever beresponsibility is equal to man's.
fore ' They don't add much to popuThe corporation court of Slaton, lar intelligence. But people with poTexas, publishes in the local news- litical curiosity fellow them keenly.
paper the local qourt docket, giving There are many kinds of business
the names of the law violators and that would give a lot to know posithe outcome of their cases. This tively how the election is going. They
publicity is calculated to make the ponder over the straw vote very earcommunity better morally, even if nestly.
Probably some people are influencIt does not add to the health of the
ed to vote for the side that seems
editor.
to be winning according to the straw
THE LEAGUE TO PREVENT WAR ballots. It is not an intelligent way
to choose, but some folks hate terriEvery member of the League of bly to be on the losing side.
Nations solemnly agrees that it will
If some persons would give more
never go to war without first having thought to getting on the right side,
done one or another of two things, rather than on the side that seems
without either submitting tho matter to be gcting ahead, the sum of popuin dispute to arbitration, in which lar intelligence represented at the
case it promises absolutely to abide ballot box would be greater. Albuby the verdict, or, if it docs not care querque Journal.
to submit it to arbitration, without
submitting it to discussion by the
PUBLIC HALL NEEDED
council of the League of Nations, in
which case it promises to lay all the
Clovis needs some kind of a public
documents and all the pertinent fact hall where public gatherings can be
before that council; it consents that held. Tho campaign is on now and
that council shall publish all docu- speakers of note will visit Clovis bements and all pertinent facts, so that tween now and the election in Novemall the world shall know them; that it ber. The high school auditorium furshall be allowed six months in which nishes a very nice place for such
to consider the matter; and that even public gatherings but is not large
at the end of six months, if the de enough to accommodate the crowds.

Red

Cross
i

Shoe

:i

Clovis is one of the leading and
one of the most prosperous towns in
New Mexico.
It is one of the fastest growing
towns In that state and is making
many and costly civic improvements,
Clovis is determined to show to
tho world that its growth and development is justified by the sort
of farming land it has surrounding
it and by the sort of farmers who are
working this land.
It is a fact thnt land in the Clovis
section is cut up into smaller farms
than can be found in many sections
of tho Panhandle, and there tho tillers
of tho soil are employing scientific
and intensive methods.
What these farms produce will be
shown at the Clovis fair which begins on Thursday and to which the
people of the Panhandle are invited.
NOTICE OF SUIT PENDING
To Manerva Hart, Greeting.
You are hereby notified that suit
has been filed and is now pending
in the District Court of Curry Coun
ty, New Mexico, wherein Henry Hart
is plaintiff and you, Manerva Hart,
are defendant, Cause No. 1669, on
the Civil Docket of said Court, and
that the general purposes of said
suit are to obtain a Decree of Divorce from you on the grounds of
abandonment; that plaintiff's at
torney is J. S. Fitzhugh, whose post
office address is Clovis, New Mexico.
You are further notified thnt un
less you appear and plead or answer
in said cause on or before the 20th
day of No"pmber, 1920, default will
be taken in saia Cause against you
and plaintiff will apply to the Court
for the relk'f therein demanded.
Witness my hand and official seal
this the 11th day of October, A. D.
1920.
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.
NOTICE

OF SUIT PENDING

To Henry Smith, defendant, Greet
ing.
You are hereby notified that suit
has been filed and is now pending in
the District Court of Curry County,
New Mexico, wherein
Edmonia
Smith is plaintiff, and you, Henry
Smith, are defendant,
Cause No.
1668, on the Civil Docket of said
Court, and that the general purpo-se- s
of said suit are to obtain a
Decree of Divorce from you on the
grounds of abandonment; that Plaintiffs attorney is J. S. Fitzhugh,
whose post office address is Clovis,
New Mexico.
You are further notified that unless you appear and plead or anrwer
in said cause on or before the 26th
day of November, A. D. 1920, default will be taken in said cause
against you and Plaintiff will apply
to the Court for the relief therein
demanded.
Witness my hand and official seal
this the 11th day of October, A. D.
1920
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.

IG DAYS 4

4

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Monday
OCTOBER 14th, 15th, 16th and 18th
We are offering special Fair prices to help the hou3ewives cut dowu tha
high cost of living, with the following reductions:
BACON

FLOUR

Purity brand, 24 pounds
Purity brand, 48 pounds
Red Star, 48 pounds

Bex Baeon, by strip, per
SOAP
Clean Easy, 4 bars
White Eagle, 20 bars .
Joy Soap, 4 bars
Ideal Soap, 4 bars

$1.70
$3.35
$3.60

SUGAR
pounds for
Per 100 pounds

$1.00
$16.00

G

POTATOES

Per 100 pounds
Per pound
COFFEE
Peabe.rry, per pound
White House, per pound
Quaker Oats, 3 for

Uncle William Corn, 6 cans

96c

BAKING POWDER
1
Lytona, lib can
5 cans Chum White Salmon

26c
96c

The "Suffrage"
There are very few feminine types that do not
some time or other have need and desire for a shoe
along the lines of the "Suffrage."
When we say that it is a mahogany Russia Calf
hoot with a comfortable walking heel, that only par-- ,
tially tells the story.
But when you see its smart lines, its businesslike toe, its military heel, its general air of efficiency
and determination, you'll long to get into a pair and
be about the world's business.
And with it all, it is strictly, pleasantly feminine. Very smart, very attractive and very comfortable. Come in and see it.

Priced $10 to $15

A. Wiedmann
Shoe Store
y

rrjw

21c
91c

:99c

''

91c

,

$1.38

91c
$1.19
'
89c
89c
$1.06
58c

BEANS
Choiee Lima Heans, 5ob...$1.00
Mexican Beans, 121!) T
$1.00
'na lien Chow, 8
55c.

Ub

Purina Chicken Chowder,

$1.85
$1.84
$1.85
96c

8

-3

Don't Miss These Four Big Buying Days Remember the Dates
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday

Temple's Cash Grocery
PHONE 29

fESSEX!
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When The Day Is Over
When the

Hit

24c:

pounds
57c
Alfalfa Hay, large Bale
$1.25
Mill run Bran, loath
$3.40 '
We pay C2e per dozen for eggs, and (50c per pound fur butter.
Don't fail to come in and sec our choice lint; of fresh fruits and staple and
fancy groceries.

According to late reports, William
G. McAdoo will not speak in Clovis
during the. campaign as was at first
hoped. Mr. McAdoo will be in Albuquerque on October 28th and wil) go
north from thevc instead of coming
over the Bclcn Cut-of- f.

mm

24c

....

25c
Baby Milk, 4 cans
Pork & Beans, Del Monte glass
jar brand, three 8oz. cans 25c

LARD
Swifts Jewel, 8 pounds
Bird Brand, 8 pounds.
Criseo, fi pounds
Criseo, 3 pounds

38c

$1.QQ

;

39c
49c
98c

1

II),

SYRUP
Blue Karo, per gal.
White Karo, per gal
Dunbar's Sorghum, per gal
Dunbar's Southern Cane
Syrup, per gal
Bed Haven Syrup, per gal
Farmer Jones Syrup, per gal.
White Star Syrup, gal.
Hegal Syrup, per gal.
Mary Jane Syrup, per gal
Mary Jane Syrup, VL'gal

$3.25
4c

McADOO WILL NOT
SPEAK IN CLOVIS

A Shoe Among Shoes

frVlL

an

FAIR AT CLOVIS
(Amarillo News)

HIS

nia

household
euros and tho

W e Se 11 'em Roth

worries of
everyday lifo
have dragRnl

.3 you dow:

I lilCES F. 0. E. DETROIT

mado you u:

happy, and
tliyro is notli-iii- K
in lifo but
headache, backache mid worry, turn to
tho right prescription, ono gotten up by
Dr. I'iurco fifty yearn ago.
Everything growir.5 out of the ground
seems inkndtYl for some use in establishing natural conditions.
Dr. Tierce, of
Buffalo, N. Y., long since found out what
U nuturally best for women's diseases.
Ho learned it all through treating thousands of cases. Tho result of his studios
was a medicine called Dr. Pierce's Favor
ilo Prescription.
This mcdicino is mado
of vegctablo growths that nature surely
intended for backache, headache, weakening, bearing-dow- n
pains, irregularities,
pclvio inflammations, und for tho many
disorders common to women in all ages of
lifo. Dr. Piorw's Favorite Prescription is
mado of lady's slipper root, black cohosh
root, unicorn root, bluo cohosh root and
Oregon grape root. Dr. Pierce knew,
when he Drat mado this standard modi-cin-e,
that wliLsItoy and morphine arc injurious, and so he lias always kept them
out of Lis remedies. Women who tako
this standard remody know that in Dr.
Pierce's Fovorfte Prescription they nro
getting a snfo woman's tonio'so good that
druggists ov.wucro sell it, In liquid ci
tablet form.

HUDSON

Phaeton
Phaeton
Cabriolet

$2100

Coupe

$2400
$3000

.$3273

Sedan .
Touring Limousine

.$3400

.$2100

.$3625

ESSEX
Touring

$1595

Cabriolet

Roadster

$1595

Sedan

Clovis

Hudson-Esse- x
208

North Main Street
Vl'Os''r!v

.

y

.

.$2450

Co.
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Miss Fannie Smith of Claud and

Frank Brown of Frio were married
Saturday. They will reside in Texico.
hus been on the
; Clarence Charlton
sick list.
Mr. Wm. Pipkin, who was rfperot-C- d
on for appendicitis, is on the
road to recovery.
Miss Mabel Westfall is recovering
from a short illness.
Erret Johnson has rented, the Fager farm.
Mr. Fred James of Colorado, a
former owner of the Fager farm, is
dead.
!" Singing was held at Grandpa West-fall- 's
Sunday evening.
Walter Johnson, who has been ill,
was able to attend church Sunday.
Mrs. Walter Smith of Clovis was
in the Claud community Sunday.
Roger Hclmick Pattison is the lat
est resident of Claud community. .

I liree .Big

.Bays of
Specials,
For Thursday, the 14th, we are showing a won
derful line of Ladies' Coats at the small price of

Ik

s

jwM

f

V In

p

$35.00
LOCUST GROVE LOCALS

The weather Is quite cool now in

this part of the world, and we would
not be surprised to get up any morn
ing and find that "Jack Frost" had
come,

WE ARE MOVING OUR STORE TO OUR NEW LOCA-- .
TION IN THE BUILDING RECENTLY OCCUPIED BY THE
LITTLE SMART SHOP AT 107 NORTH MAIN STREET, AND
WE ARE PUTTING OUR ENTIRE STOCK ON SALE AT A
SMASHING REDUCTION. WE ARE FORCED TO REDUCE
OUR STOCK
BEFORE WE MOVE, AND THIS
SALE WILL LAST UNTIL REDUCTION IS MADE.

; Mr. J. E. Vlrden and family have
gone to East Texas and will make
it their homo.
' Mrs. Taylor and
Mrs.
Osborne
called on Mrs. J. E. Randol Friday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were visit'
ors at Mr. Buck Ge'i Sunday.
Mrs. J. E. Randol had the misfortune of getting her foot pretty badly
Friday
scalded while scrubbing
morning.
Mrs. Clark and Mrs. Vaughn were
callers at the Sam Randol home Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Bowman has gone on a visit
r3
to Texas.
,
home-folMiss Dovie Taylor visited
one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Randol took
dinner with their son, Ebb, and wife
Sunday.
Arthur Curry, Will Williams and
Bart. Osborne are cutting the heads
on the John Fly place this week.
Quite a number from this place
are planning to attend the County
Fair at Clovis Friday and Saturday.
CROSS-EYEJANE

m

On

Friday, the l"th, we will have an extra good

wkttiou oi ureases at
1

1

.1

L

...

$22.50

DONT MISS THEM
SWEATER DAY
ur window of excellent values

IPWas

Cool liiorn- -

flgs will soon be calling for them.

i.44"MI.

pecials for the Fair in
lir
KiO

and

CW

on sale for

11-it- a

$25.

A full line of

tldren's Hats from the very cheap to the highest
t
is, all at reduced prices.

risamore

t"

14
,

f

Osborne

&

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

t

,

TARE
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NOTICE OF PUBLICATION

TO
lata hi

I

State of New Mexico, County of
Curry, in the District Court.
Lillie B. Safford,
Plaintiff, vs.
J. S. Hand, James S. Hand, L. M.
Hand, J. H. Paul, J. C. Paul, Annie
Hough, Mrs. Emma L. Erwin, John
Golding, Mrs. J. H. Paul and all
In
unknown' claimants of interest
the premises herein described adverse
to the Plaintiff, Defendants. No.1666
To all of the defendants above
named: You and each of you are
hereby notified that a suit to quiet
title has been commenced against you
in the court above named by said
plaintiff, wherein plaintiff prays that

P

The Wcnian's Tonic

CLAUD NOTES

'UK

In the Probate Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico, Hon.
C. V. Steed, Probate Judge.
In the matter of the estate of Alex
W. Evins, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that letters
on the estate of
of administration
Alex W.Evins, deceased, were granted
to the undersigned by the Probate
Court of Curry County, State of New
Mexico, on the 0th day of October
1920.
All persons having claims against
said estate are requested to exhibit
the same to the undersigned at his
office in Clovis, Curry County, State
of New Mexico, for allowance within
twelve months after the date of this
publication and notice with necessary
vouchers, or they will be forever precluded from any benefit of said estate; or, said claims may be filed with
the clerk of said Probate Court.
Dated this 11th day of October,
J.C.NELSON,
1920.
Administrator.
:

Cross-whit-

Department

Millinery

'

TD

GROW

"I

iright of the Clovis Marble
Grand Ave., ships his mor-Int-o
Clovis fro mthe quar- tfnt England States. Ha
ilishct and letters It right
. alls It direct to the custo-r- e
are no middle man's
'. it Is not hard to sm haw
i you money on your mon-;!only this, ho is a citl-.'ihas his home here and
patronize him you are
build up the town and the
hires no salesmen and
hd when ybu buy one of
s monuments you have to
with him at his marble
rnnd Avenue, but if
m 20 to 40 per cent on
ants isn't It worth while?
38 years experience In
it business. If you need
his line it will pay you

ot
s,

;

ru

The Outlook Club sold lunch at
Mr. Fager's sale on October 5th, and
addud $20.05 to their library fund,
"The Book of Knowledge," a set of
twenty volumes, Is being purchased
for the library by the club ladies.
Leslie pRttison spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Pattison and
family.
Misses Beatrice and Eunice John
son are attending Clovis high school.
The peoplo of Claud community
met at the school house Monduy eve
to make arrangements to decorate a
truck for the County Fair parade,
at Sunday
A large' attendance
school liiBt Sunday. The new Meth-odipreacher, Rev. Hatfield, of Clovis, held services. We want to hoar
him preach here many more times.
Rev. Fager and family have gone
to Indiana where their children, are
to attend college.
Rev Kennedy preachod a fine ser
mon at Claud church Sunday after
noon.
The Charlton family leave Thurs
day for a trip to Tennessee

found after one bot-

tle of Cardul

1

was

Im-

proving," adds Mrs.
Crosswhite. "Six bottles of Cardul and
I
was cured, yes, I can say
they were a God-seto
me. I believe I would
have died, had It not been
forCarduL" Cardul has
been found beneficial In
many thousands of other
cases of womanly troubles. If you feet the need
of a good, strengthening tonic, why not try
Cardul? It may be Just
what you need.
,

...

nd

After you eat always take

ATONIC
rreft yam

i

kemmxm

Instantly relieve Heartburn, Bloat
Fading. Stops food souring,
4Car
repeating, and all stomach miseries.

bnu).
Po.ltiv.tygur.nWj

rtwnlayouwlL

to plraM or m will ml uo4
box Uxiay,
m

her title to lots $ and 7 in block 2,
of the Town (now City) of Clovis,
said county and state, bo established
and forever quieted and set at rest
and that defendants and all persons
claiming under them or any of them
be forever debarred and estopped
from claiming any right or title
therein adverse to plaintiff, and
for all other proper relief, as fully
set forth in the complaint filed
herein, and that unless you enter or

cause to be entered your appearance
in said suit on or before the first
day of December, 1920, decree
and judgment by default
will be rendered against you.
Witness my hand as clerk of said
court and the seal thereof at Clovis,
this 9th day of October, 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
Clerk.
(SEAL).
Walter W. Mayes, Clovis, New
Mexico, Attorney for Plaintiff.
tc

Lower r rices
Are Here,
liy buying after the market bad dropped we
have ben able to secure some of the best bargains
ever offered in Clovis in

SILK JERSEY
PETTICOATS
And we are now offering them at the following
low prices:
values going at

$6.00

at
$10.50 values going at

$5.60

.$15.00

$12.50 values going

.00

SPECIAL
WE ARE OFFERING THESE VALUES NOW,
DON'T FAIL TO SEE THEM

dlltii ul

AiU
wll!.
(WMtaniUcron. liwrM!Viu!lti
tboo-Mn- d.
3ATON tC I. tho bmt renwdy. Tem of
Only onto mn
wonderfully

An

naswssmB

PHONE 218

These are exceptional values going at less than,
half tlie price that was being asked a few days ago.

'

ifjtd ads get results.

SOUTH MAIN STREET

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
AND NOTICE TO CREDITORS

"After the birth of my
baby I had a, back-see,
writes Mrs. Maltle
of Glade Spring,
Va.
"1 was very ill;
thought I was going to
die. I was so weak I
couldn't raise my head to
get
drink of water. I
took , , . medicine, yet I
didn't get any better. I
was constipated and very
weak, getting worse and
worse. IsentforCardul."

F

Cast! Grocery
222

S

Very
Weak

i

-

IT7

Thcrb are nearly 8,000,000 motor
vehicles in use in the United States.
Ohio and Pennsylvania each have
more than 500,000 machines.

October 16th is

See

ONE-HAL-

-

a

yauwUla.

a.

DRUG CO,

SOUTHWESTERN
Clovii, N. M.

'

MRS. W. G. BROOME
MILLINER'

old ones in end we will make them so

you can take them hack with you.
Favorite Mattress Ca., corner Hagr-ma- n
& Pile..
Up

CLASSIFIED

ADS:

:

RATE
le Per Word Per

FOB SALE
Registered
Chester
White pigs or thoats, weight about
100 pound. W. H. Musick and Sons,
Friona, Texus.

u

FOR SALE
modern bungalow, C20 North Axtell St., pebble-- ,
FOR RENT Slceoine room, larze dashed, shade trees, sidewalks, chick
modem and nicely furnished. Call at en and coal house, garage. M. W.
100 North Calhoun or phone 304. ltc Pagj, owner.
FOR SALE
f
secion of land WANTED Men wanted by day or
about CO acres in cultivation; 35
contract to head maize, and kafir
mile north Engram, Rte. 2, Texico, N. M.
acres to wheat, one-haand four miles east of the new Claud
f
.
W. E. Mott..
ltp SEE Mrs. Roy Suman, 320 North
store.
Connelly, fgr covered buttons, 25c
Anyone finding bay horse with "E" per dozen. Special attntion to mail
o.oa-it- n
on left shoulder can keep same. orders.
ltp I have on display
J. M. Hall.
at the Nunn Electric Co., pianos and nlaver Dianoi
WANTED A good live man to represent a reliable Old Line Life of the Baldwin line. Before buvinn
Insurance Company In Curry County. get terms and prices, if in the market
Good proposition for right mnn. Ad for a real musical instrument
G.
ltp C. Falkner. Factorv
dress Box 731, Roswell, N. M.
tWe.
fi.9A.ltn
cook
heater,
FOR SALE Good
stove, dining room set, spring cot, FARM FOR SALE 640 acrw 27
miles southeast of Elida. N. M. 50
and other things. Smith at Henry
acres in cultivation, with house and
Barris'.
windmill
All under fence. Price
3
FOR SALE OR TRADE Registered $5.25 per acre. W. H. Penix, Floy-and pedigreed New Zeland rabbits. dada, Texas.
923-4t- e
The Gilmore strain, none better
D H. HANNA
Also Pigeons, the Giunt Runts, Gold FOR SALE OR TRADE Dm
More located in county scat town.
Will
New
who will address en Carnoes and Red Carnoes.
Oak and Glass Fixis at the K.nh School Auditorium sell cheaD or trade for chickens. very healthful.
New stock at
See them at the fair this week and tures, soda fountain.
R. B. Freeman, 50c on dollar. Will take automobile
watch them win.
l.
V.
tc at cash value. Owner stock man. no
I'linnr. STA flm-isthe ame publicity that you gave the
ime to devote to store. L. Box 245.
'
article of October. 7th.
PHD PrVT
,1,,h.,cr hnH rr.nm Ft. Somner, N. M.
Yours very truly,
3ic
120 North Wallace.
Wni A. Gillennater.
Mrs.
I do all kinds of dressmaking
REAL ESTATE DEALS
W. C. Long, 120
North Meri
PROGRAM FOX THE FIFTH
wether.
We have sold the following nroo
SUNDAY MEETING
FOR SALE Lot 4, Blk. 65, Lot 2, erty the past week:
Apply to
The following Fifth Sunday meetElk. 73. Old Townsite.
Sold for L. J. Morton to Walter
ing prorrem will be held at the new 'Owner. A. H. Clinton, 1255 Lincoln C. Wallace, 5 room house on Rencher
Libert;; Church, eight miles north of St., Denver, Colo.
Street.
Grady.
Sold for R. S. Rooker to Walter C.
housvkecpei
WANTED Position as
Wallace, 5 room house on Rencher
Friday, October 29
in widower's or bachelor's home by Street.
7:00 p. m. Devotional, led by
vii'ow. Address Mrs. "R" in
Sold for Dr. G. P. Miller, new 5
Dro. Sherly.
care of this paper.
room house on Axtell Street to Mr.
p. m. Sermon by Rev. J. P.
Masterson.
FOR SALE Nine room anr.rtmont Myers.
Sold for W. B. Sledge. 3 room
Saturday, October 30
house, modern, specially arranged for
hous
on Mitchell Street to Mrs.
10:00 a. m. Devotional, led by two families, plastered, shade trees
Ero. Ferguson of Tucumcari.
hot and cold water in each kitchen Jessie Gressett.
Sold to O. C. Conwill. 160 acres of
10:20 a. m
Church Discipline, 200 S. Merriwether St. M. W. Page
land northwest of Clovis.
led by Ero. Rutlnge' of Logan-owner.
Sold Oxford Hotel pronertv on
11:00 a. m. Sermon by Ero.
Main Street to Walter C. Wallace.
FOR SALE BARGAINS
Thompson of Hudgson.
Sold for Mr. Landers, a house on
Rooming House
$4,50i
12:00 m. Adjournment.
! 00
2- - room plastered
& shed
South
house
Thornion St., to Mr. Guthrie,
2:00 p. m. Devotional, led by
00 ltc
- room plastered house & shed
CARSON & BOYLE
Rev. Cameron of Cameron.
1,000
2:20 p. m. "Duty of Pastor to 3 east front lots close in
LITTLE REX McRHEA DEAD
3 southwest front lots clpse in, 1,2"0
Church," C. E. Ellis, Tucumcavi.
Terms.
2:40 p. m. "Duty of Church to Other bargains.
Rex, tho youngest son of Mr. and
J. S. FITZHUGH,
Pastor," A. L. Maddox.
H. R. McRhea, died Saturday
Mrs.
N.
Office
Main St.
Office 110
3:00 p. m. Sunday School Work.
evening about. 9:00 o'clock.
phone 44; res. phonel3.
1st "Duty of Superintendent
ti
ITa U'lia n hriirlit uv.fl Vnnni
School," Ero. Cameron.
LOST Pair of gold framed spectn- fellow and was lint n f,.,
3:20 p. ni. "Duty of School to
cles in black case, in Bellview than
Superintendent," Bio. Mas'.erccn.
neighborhood. Liberal reward if rene was 3ick only a short tim.
3:40 p. m. "The Sundiy School turned to A. L. Phillips.
ltp
of the bowels being the cause
a? a Means of Enlistment," led by
of his death.
Mrs. D. N. Croft and Miss Mary
G. E. Ellis.
The father, mother, and other
Knight are in Roswell this week at4:00 p. m. Adjournment.
three
children left with the body
7:00 p. m. Devotional, T. M. Jor- tending the State Baptist Convention.
Monday morning for burial at their
dan.
Contributed.
piano, home ia Texas.
7:30 p. m. Sermon, A. L. Mad- FOR SALE One second-hancheap. Drop a line to A. E.
dox.
IN NEW LOCATION
general delivery, Clovis, Now
Sunday, October 31
Mexico.
10:30 a m. Paper on Woman's
fmnlnn
... I The A. R.' Austin"
Work, Mi's. Deacon Shamblin of Tuii you want to sleep warm this, stores on Grand Avenue were formal
cumcari.
winter send your mattresses to us ly opened last Saturday.
Visitors
1 1 :00 a. m,
Sermon, G. E. Ellis. and let us make them new, or we were received all day and souvenirs
Everyone ;s cordially invited to will make you a new one to order. were given.
attend these meetings.
Work called for and delivered back
The firm has alse leased the old
H. P. Garrett, Pastor. s me day. We arc only here for a McFarlin property opposite
their new
limited time, so don't wait till we store and will conduct a produce
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
aro gone. "Mr. Farmer, bring your houae there.
One-hal-
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Democratic nominee for governor
Curry County voters and Fair visito
Saturday evening it 7:30.
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Here are five reasons why the Columbia
Grafonola excels all other phonographs:
Tone Iwets.
Give complete and accurate
control over tone volume.

1.

Exclusive

1

Straight Tout Arm. Allows the .sound waves
velop fully and naturally.

3.

Sdtntijiially Correct Acoustic Design.
clearness and purity of tunc.

4.

Stream'hu Cabinets. In perfect accord with modern
artistic furniture design.

to de-

X

Gives exquisite

1

Plus
5.

9--

October 12, 1020.
Editor Clevis News:
As certain statement made in the
issue of your paper of October 7th,
referring to the preuer.t paving project in Clovis, miht be misunderstood by the putlie, 1 deaire to make
the following statement through the
columns of your paper with reference to the paving of Main Street.
In the fall of 1513, proceedings
were instituted and duly put through
providing for certain paving in Clovis. No objection was ever made
to any of the lejjal proceedings
taken, but us the work could not
be fini.ilied by the contractor before
the next spring and the price of the
construction being believed by the
members of the council to be too high
the project was voluntarily abandoned by the council in the hope that by
letting the contract the next spring
the work could le obtained at a much
less cost to the property
owners.
However the expected decline in co3ts
did not take place.
None of the legal rroceedings of
the present contemplated
project
have ever been questioned by either
the construction company or the
band company. The only objection
raised according to several statements
made to mc by the manager of the
construction company, being thafthe
bond company objected because the
bid by the contractor exceeded the
estimated co:t as made by the city
engineer. This was, of course, a matter over which the city attorney had
no control. I do not make the engineer's estimates and I do not make
the construction company's bids. But
this fact will not invalidate the paving proceedings. This very question
was litigated at Las Vegas, decided
In favor of the city and the same
bond company took the securities
and paid for them, although the bid
exceeded the enginer's estimate.
I will thank you to givo this letter

i mt

X

The Columbia Grafonola
is the Phonograph Plus

x

:

I

n

'

X

,

.

AN EXPLANATION OF
THE PAVING PROPOSITION

X

i

tp
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X

The Onty Son Set Automatic Stop. Never stops

before it should. Always stops at the very end. Nothing to move or set or measure. Just start the Columbia
Grafonola, and it plays and stops itself.
Come in today and let us demonstrate the stop that
needs no setting.'

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS
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trouble of dcyeloiHng and printing. Prompt service
aim gooa work.
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C. C. Newton is visiting

Canyon, Texas, this week.
Mr. and Mrs.f G. S. Woodward
turned this week from a trip to

in

re-

Cull-forni-

to '

'

v

yVw'

fill

proscriptions

:"

jtiwrisicrea pharmacists

iflge

7"

-

It. E. Kowells has beun on

th5 sick list this week.
100 ncres of cr0p for
salo, 10 mile
north of Clovis. Cash or credit. C.
W. Harrison.

100 acres of crop for bale, 10 miles
Miss Ann Hull left
Friday for an
north of Clovis. Cash or credit. C. extended
visit with friends in OklaW. Harrison.
homa City and Norman, Okla.

( :

ill

Mr. Nathan Austin has been here
For indigestion, liver trouble and
the past two weeks visiting at tho inactive
kidneys, try Chiropractic.
home of his son, A. B. Austin.
113
S. Main St. Dr. Warrlncr. 72c
100 acres of crop for sale, 10 miles
Mildred, tho daughter of Mr. and
north of Clovis. Cash or credit. C. Mrs, W.
H. Taylor, is quite, ill with
W. Harrison.
typhoid fever.

cTi

tc

Cameron), the itronif man, will be
Ono of his particularly interesting
ne of the bifr free attractions of the stunts is to allow a man to hit him
Curry Count Harvest Festival and across the forearm with an iron bar,
Lrrestock Show this week. This man, his muscle being so rigid that the bar
who is endowed with almost
v.ill bond without hurting him in
strength,, is a man of small the least. He alao makes the muscles
Mature and one harldy sees how be jf his back rigid and lays on a bed
is able to aocompli the feats that of sharp spikes without injury to
super-Jmraa-

Jbs does.

n

Himself.

his hands iron horseshoes and, does
other feats of interest. Twi'o a
day he will do these stunts for the
Fair visitors and it is all free, being
on attraction provided for by the
Fair Committee.

Cameron! announces that he will
ride in an automobile and tow anothCameron! also breaks with er car on behisd with his teeth. Thie

Mrs. Pattle Holland returned last
n o' Mr. and Mrs.
week from an extended visit in Cali- w3'm ' AtwH
Atwood, who has been quit
fornia.
ick with fever, is quito
Improved.
The Kentucky Iron Work!, blncVc
Dr. Hale la building and will equip
car will be loaded with school child mi!thlnir ant general repair work. a new office In Grady, and will occucyl- py same
ren whom he mvites to be on hand We make a specialty of
about October 20th. Office
inders and lath work.
hours win be :00 to 2:00 p. m.
for tho ride.
d"y.
The picture above shows the strong
Round 9ak Pipe and Plpcltcs
man doing a tug of war stunt, fur.
Round Oak Ranges!
nlshing the link between two heavy
hones pulling against each othor.
This will be ono of hii stunts at the
Fair lu Clovis.
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Forward or Backward; Progress or Reaction? WHICH?
w

Stripped of all camouflage of vague, indefinite promises, the issue today is clear cut Neither evasion nor
promises can change it. Cox is for PROGRESS Harding is for REACTION. Which will you have?
Promise or Performance. Which Shall It Be?
Republicans Promise Democrats Perform
DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS OF REPUBLICAN
ADMINISTRATION NO CONSTRUCTIVE LEGISLATION
HAS BEEN ENACTED, NOTWITHSTANDING THE REPUB
LICAN CONGRESS WAS ELECTED UPON THE PROMISE
TO SPEEDILY BRING ABOUT EEFFECTUAL AND BENE-

FICIAL RECONSTRUCTION.
DURING THE FORTY YEARS OF REPUBLICAN CONTROL FEWER CONSTRUCTIVE LAWS WERE PASSED
THAN IN SEVEN YEARS OF DEMOCRATIC ADMINISTRATION. ONLY A PART OF THE FRUITS OF DEMOCRATIC

Candidate Harding Wiggled and He Wobbled
But He Stayed Wifh Wets
He voted with the wets 30 out of 32 roll calls on prohibition
and sponsored a last chance amendment for the WETS, only to

try and claim credit at last as a prohibitionist by voting for the
Eighteenth Amendment (National Prohibition Amendment)
itself. He never denied owning brewery stock. When the Senate Oligarchy asked the mothers of Amrica to vote for their candidate, they forgot he had a record that was written by his votes
and his actions. Mothers, write Mr. Watkins,. the prohibition
leader, for Harding's record.

ENDEAVOR FOLLOW:

Caught Again

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM.
FEDERAL LOAN BANKS.
FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT BUREAU.

Candidate Harding when handed a circular at Ponca City,
Okla,, Oct. 9, 1920, which circular stated that he advocated $1.00
wheat, said: "the statement is a silly lie," and crumpled the paper

POSTAL SAVINGS BANK.
SMITH LEVER BILL FOR IMPROVED AGRICULTUR-

AL CONDITIONS.
CLAYTON AMENDMENT TO SHERMAN
ACT WHICH FREED AMERICAN LABOR.

ANTI-TRUS-

T

A CORRUPT PRACTICE ACT.
CHILD LABOR LEGISLATION.

ONLY A FEW BUT THEY SPELL PERFORMANCE.
HARDING
'

AND PROM-

By Their Acts Ye Shall Know Them

;

Candidate Harding after his nomination said: "I am for the
League with reservations," then he said afterwards, "I am
against the League," now he says, "I am for rejection of the
whole covenant, and will find some way to make peace with Germany" Has he a plan? No just going to get; the Senate Oligarchy who nominated him, and they will fix up a deal with Germany that suits them and the big interests who nominated
Harding. Will the people have a voice in what kind of a peace
contract is made with Germany? No just Harding, who will
follow the advice of Lodge, Penrose and the rest of the Senate
Oligarchy. Will the soldier boys, who gave their lives that the
world would be safe for Democracy, have any reward for their
lives? No Lodge and the balance of the Senate Oligarchy with
their candidate Harding will make an offer to Germany. If it
is acceptable to Germany and to be acceptable to Germany it
will have to be a better proposition than the one the Versailles
treaty was, which would give the U. S. the worst of the deal; if
the offer they make is not acceptable to Germany, how can the
U. S. get Germany to consent to the offer of Candidate Harding
and his followers? Just one way and that is force. U. S. soldiers
could make Germany accept Candidate Harding's offer of peace
and no other way would be available. Shall the U. S. fight the
war over again for the Senate Oligarchy? That, Mr. Voter, is
up to you. If you want a dishonorable peace with Germany or a
forced peace, vote for Harding. A vote for Cox means the going
into the League.

k

!

audience. But look and read; the record

against Candidate Harding is written and all his Angry state-ment- s
and denials cannot erase the statements made and written
in the record. Page 5269 Congressional Record says: "DOLLOR
WHEAT MAKES IT A VERY PROFITABLE OCCUPATION." Senator Warren G. Harding.
awful to be caught up that way when Candidate Harding wants to show that he is honest and the dependable friend

MERCHANT MARINE.

ISE, WHICH?

it back in the

It is

GOOD ROADS BILL.

COX AND PERFORMANCE;

and threw

the farmers. Harding has only one set of friends: they are
the Senate Oligarchy who gave him his nomination and whom he
is bound to obey.

AS,

i

What a Vote for Cox Means
A vote for James M. Cox for President means Peace, Prog-

V

ress and Prosperity. A vote for Candidate Harding, no league,
separate peace with Germany, a dishonorable Peace and maybe
a Peace by the blood of American boys.
J

Harding Antagonized Farmers and Laborers
"Mill operators are denouncing Harding as having avowed in
year before the world war began; a dollar a day is enough
for any working man." Farmers are quoting Harding as having proclaimed during the war: "A dollar a bushel is enough for
the farmer's wheat." It was due to these and other disclosures
that Senator Harding failed to secure an endorsement for the
Presidential Primary Preference by a single labor or farmer's
1913, a

organization, except in his local newspaper plant.
can, (Ind.) June 15th.

N. Y. Ameri-

Harding Defends "Wizard of Steel"
In a lengthy speech on the proposed government armor plate
factory, March 21, 1916, he defended the "wizards of iron and
steel." "They have made millions of dollars look like thirty
cents, so to speak, but in doing so they have made these United
States the greatest iron and steel producing nation on the earth,
and iron and steel prices make a more dependable business barometer than wheat and cotton."

(Vol Adv.)
hi
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DEMOCRATIC PUBUCITY COMMITTEE
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cause ij numbered 1655 on the civil
docket of said court.
That the general object of said
suit are to obtain an absolute and
complete decree of dirorce, between
you end the oaid plaintiff, by reason
of your complete desertion and abandonment of said plaintiff; to have
the complete care, charge and custody of the minor childr-n- , to be restored to her maiden name Theo-docE. Jones, that she be declared
and decreed the absolute owner of
the title in fee simple in end to .ill
of section two, township four north
of range thirty-fiv- e
east, N. M. P. M.
as her sole and separate estate a:d
that you be barred of claiming or
any right, title or interest in
and to the ssme by reason of your
relation to said plaintiff by marriage.
Thct she be given ccmpletc ownership
of all personal property for the care
of said minors. And for all other
and prop:r relief which the court
may 'deem fit and proper,
You ore further notified that if
you fail or refuse to answer or plead
in this cause or make appearance on
or before the 10th day of Nov., 1920,
judgment by default will be taken
against you in this suit, and the allegations of said plaintiffs complaint
taken as true and confessed.
Fred E. Dennis is the attorney for
the plaintiff and his business and
port office address is Clovis, X. M.
Witness my hand and the seal of
1
said court, this 21st day of Septem
ber, 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
(SEAL)
County Clerk.

It Appoal to You?

Doesn't

MRS. HOUSEWIFE:

During those times of uncertain weather, unsettled conditions, and high wage3, we come to your
rescue and remove the most troublesome day of the
week from your calendar

We handle the family washing with the same
care that we devote to laundrying fine silks, and
you can absolutely rely on us. Now, doesn't it appeal to you?
Call on us.

Paint Your Roof
This Fall
You will never find a better time. The roof of your house
Last week we unloaded a carload of CASE PLOWS AND
is the first part that goes to the bad. Paint will preserve it.

t

The Olovis Steam Laundry
PHONE 48

1

i

1920.

t

ia

washday.

.

Get the Money

i
i

If you expect to make a farm loan this year,
better get the money now, as no one knows what j
conditions will be later. We can use a few good J

i
i

property with us if yo uwant to sell it.

4

t

Union Mortgage Co.
X

ORDER OF PUBLICATION
In the District Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico.
Thcodocia E. Morris, Plaintiff, vs.
Harry P.Morris, Defendant. No. 1655
The State of New Mexico, Greeting:
To Harry P. Morris, the above
named defendant:

HOUSEWORK IS A BURDEN
Woman's lot is a weary one ct best.
But with backache and other distressing kidney ills, life indeed becomes a
Donn's Kidney pills have
burden.
made life brighter for thousands of
women. Read what Mrs. John P.
Pyeutt, Box 113, Portales, N. Mex.,
says: "My back certainly bothered
me a great deal. I felt all run down
and miserable end never seemed to
have ambition enough to do my
housework.
When I tried to bend
over sharp pains caught me in my
back, my kidneys bothered mo also,
and many times I had dizzy spells. I
I read of Doan's Kidney Pills and
tried them. I found immediate relief and felt like myself again. I
still use Doan's Kidney Pills occasionally to regulate my kidneys and they
keep these organs strong and heal-

You are hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against you in
the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of
New Mexico, and the County of Curry, in which Theodocia E. Morris is thy."
plaintiff and you, the said Harry P.
60c, at all dealers.
Morris, are the defendant, that said Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
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It Will Always Be Spick raid Span!
You WKt hive to blaclan a Round
RnK-Anit will
d
never "Haclcin'' your rcpmition frr
good cooking, bjcaust it bikia uni- lormly-f- ur

example:

tight

nics

at onfe without

hindsotm. simple,
tifyanyk u!icnl-ra.- i

pan sK'frinij. Its

ttwirt

hncs briif
.i.vun. Era
' una i tta 390 lbs.
aili. :j lukcandwrvi.-- .

CHIEF BOILER IRON

.

HI

A NO E

The Round Oalc FoBu for half century have niria
i
tooj goods only. This range is a good example. The bo
cook
better
a
are
tet
you
the
you will like it in every way.
Investigate)

and summer, they are exposed to every destructive force of the
elements heat and cold, rain and snow constantly fiprhtinfc
for life against decay, constantly fighting for your protection.
Treat your roofs as friends Give them a square deal.
them coated with good, protective, preservative paint
COOK'S SHINGLE STAIN is "best for wear or weather"
and it will repay you manyfold for your money and attention.

Kp

COOK'S SHINGLE STAINS are
rich colon refined tunes of
grrcn an J brown, fiubling you to decorate your buildings and keep thrm in
harmony with nature. Twelve shades
for your
warm

Utadtputrtm fur

There is a COOK PRODUCT specially made for every paint or vaniiili
problem. Quality stamls first and fore-m- ot
and every product under the
COOK, label is (tturanteeJ to give
latiifactory service.

fd Paiatt tnd ttrniikti.

(.'ill m m

r nlur carjt.

THE

I
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QNG-REL-

LUMBER Q0.

L

"It Costs No

(4)

More To Built It Right."

Telephone No. 15

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
AND NOTICE TO CREDITORS
In the Probate Court of Curry
County, Stnto of New Mexico.
In the mutter of the estate of Elizabeth P. Palmer, deceased. No. 315.
Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration on the estate of
Elizabeth P. Palmer, deceased, were
granted to the undersigned by the
Probate Court of Curry county, State
of New Mexico, on the 20th day it
September, A. D. 1920.
All "persons having claims against
said estate are required to exhibit
the same to the undersigned at the
office of R. E. Rowells, in Clovis,
New Mexico, for allowance, within
twelve (12) months after the date of
this notice with necessary vouchers,
or they will be forever precluded
from any benefit of said estate; or
said claims may be filed with the
Clerk of said Court
Dated this 20th day of September,
A. D. 1920.
JESS P. PALMER,
Administrator.

of ftp or calitM bM

or without rwtrvuif

SkO'
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You seldom see your roofs yet, day and night, winter
.

I

n

i
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.

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.
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FARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS
We inrite your business upon the most favor- able terms consistent with prudent banking prinei- pies.

I

I

mm4mm4
THE NEWS FOR ALL THE NEWS only $2.00 Per Year

Prepare
for the
Moult

jSs

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department sf the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner,
M.,
September 25, 1920.
Notice is hereby given thnt
W. Brown, who, on Scptem' r 1'
191 0, made Additionnl Hon. .'slc-- j
entry for SE'4 Sec. 7 Twp. 1 North,
Range 34 ctst, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final three year proof to establish
claim to the lnnd above described, before C. V. Steed, Probate Judge, in
his offico at Clovis, N. M., on the
4th day of November, 1920.
Claimant names a witnesses!
James D. Looper, Lloyd Riley, J. T.
Reed, Prudence R. Montgomery, all
of Clovis N. M.
W. R. McGILL,
Register.

".vr

The Dutch government will offer a
large money prize to tho first. Dutch
aviator to fly from Holland to Jnva.
Three entries have been made to date.

reathcrj arc

:

tan,

.rfcv,'

9

so

:T":hinv; ht u i.'-ci pro-iciCrain : ::n lack' v ' in this
important element.
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Purina Chicken Chowder
supplies feather-makin- g
protein
which helps a hen through the
moult and increases her fall and
winter egg produc
tion.
rut your
hen3 in laying condition by feeding
.amaisa.

mi

I rrm

morePurina Chicken Chowder'm preparation for and

during the moult.

a.

kn PUKINA
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Sold in Checkerboard

TEXAS WONDER
for kidney and bladuVr troubles,

ea""

grav-

el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druiririst will be sent
by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
small bottle often euros. Send for
oru testimonials.
Pr V.. W. Hall.
2926 Olive st, St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

Loach & Goaltor Vholcsalo
Grocery Company
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

'
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JO BE INAUGURATED FRIDAY

Dr W. M. Lancaster

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main

Street.
.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT,
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and 203

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON 4 Next' President of th United States
Will Be Sworn In en a Day Con4
Clovia, New Maxico
sidered Unlucky.
Office Suite 3, Barry Building 4
Telephone 422
Whichever of the two prcldiitlnl
cnndldatcH tucks his niiincplate on the
door of the White Hoiiho next year will
hnvo to

AMBULANCE SERVICE
0. V. STEED, Manager

One-thir- d

4

4444444

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

Dr J., B. Westerfield

4

Physician and Surceoa.
Office over First National Bank
Olflce Phone 281.
Residence 208

LANE ts SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Implements, Coal1 and Grain

t

Our Motto:
"The Price Is The Thing"

4

See

DR. C. O. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR
113 Sooth Mala St.
PHONE 101

4

us before you sell.
DR. H. R. GIBSON

S. W. LANE, Manager

OSTEOPATH
Treata all diseases, both acute and
chronic. Office In New Tile
building oh corner north of Fire
Station and oust of Lyceum
theutre.
Office phone Hf. Residence 300.

Kill That Cold With
p

4
4
4
4
4

Clovis, New Mexico.

CASCARA

'
4

La

4
4

Veterinary Surgeon
Phono 331
Clovis, New Mexico

AND

Colds, Cough

L. M. BIGGS

DR.
4

Grippe

4

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Taka no chancn. Kcop thin standard remedy handy for ilia firm ma- -.
ReHoves
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Grippe in 3 days Excellent for Headacho
Quinin in tlila form does not affect tho head Cascara U bast Tnnic
No Opiulo in Hill'8.
Laxative

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

444'
WALTER W. MAYES
-

4

4

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Practices In All Courts

4

IT

4

Clovis, N. M.

DR. T. E. PRESLEY
4
Eye, Ear, Nois and Throat, 4
of Roswcll, N. M., will bo in Clo- vis the 6th of ench month.

4444444444444
dr.

c.

l. McClelland

Physician and Surgeon
Office over Denhof Jew. Cc.
Itcsidcnco, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS. N. M.

44

44444'44444444

4

'"

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

and Pierce fulled of
Friday has always Deemed to be a
dark, drear and unlucky day for presidents. Tyler, Polk and Pierce died
on Friday.
Leop year seenm to have been mad.
Presidential offxnrlnir of lean venrs
hove been Taylor, who died In ..ce j
Pierce, who Kalned neither fame nor
a second term, and Johnxmi, the only
president Impeached.
As a ocuson
for president to he horn In, Into
xprlng ii nd early summer are linpofwl-bland the later Hummer Is scarcely
to be thought of.
No president ever was horn In May
or June, the only chief executives
midsummer lias provided the nation
being J. Q. Adams, born In July, and
Renjuniln Harrison. With one exception, aside from the two already mentioned, presidential birthdays have
been renrrlctcd to the period between
October and April. Klfht executives
born In Inte autumn, elicht In
winter and eixht In early spring- The
exception Is W. II. Toft, horu In Sep
tember. Theodore Roosevelt was an
October baby. Detroit News.

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.
.

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
Capital $50,000

PHONE 97 FOR JOB PRINTING OP ALL KINDS.

11 S. Army Goods
16x16 Tents, square, 11 ft. high, 3 ft. wall
Samo tent, waterproofed by Government process
14x14 tents, storage, lift, high,
ft. wall

$35.00
$42.50
tent
$65.00
1.. $30.00
tent
9x9 Officer's tent, 4 ft.'wall,
ounce army duck and are
All of the above tents are made of 12-sold complete with ropes, poles and caps. They are guaranteed free
from rips, holes and tears.

4j

British Adopt Dafensiva Measures for
Big Aircraft That Have Been
Considered Easy Prey.
The helplessness of dirigibles In the
face of airplane attacks may bo considered a mutter of the remote past.
It seems .that dirigibles of the nenr
future will curry fust single sealer
fighting airplanes along with them
for the purpose of defending themselves against uirplnne ntlacks.
The British, who appear to have
taken tho lead in dirigible construction and opera tlmi away from the
Germans, have been carrying on extensive experiments with nlrplnnes
cnrrled by dirigibles. The giant airdirigible which crossed
ship
the Atlantic last summer carries au
airplane suspended below It. The airplane can be reached by passing
through a trapdoor and down a swinging ladder. At the opportune moment
tho airplane, with motor going at
proper speed, Is released from the
dirigible, and after a very slight drop
goes forth on lis own lllght.
The disadvantage, of course. Is that
once the plane Is launched It Is not
possible for it to return to tho nlrslilp,
so that the latter will be os initch at
the mercy of u second attack from
hostile plane" ns under old conditions.
Scleutllle American.

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

1

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.

I

Army Equipment Company
DEPARTMENT H, WACO, TEXAS

Dodge Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars

Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Furniture Stock?

i

Skarda Auto, Truck and
Tractor Co.

W.I. MILES

iff--

fni

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT
KELLYS IS NOT SO 1MPOR.
TANT AS WHAT KELLY
USERS SAY.
A MILLION
DOLLARS A
YEAR SPENT IN ADVERTISING WOULD NOT BRING US
HALF THE GOOD WILL
THAT THE PERFORMANCE
TIRES THEMTHE
OF
SELVES DOES.

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
T. L. HELM, Mgr.

,

North Main

St

H

I

Rapp Monument

RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL
PRIVATE AMBULANCE

-

Wasted.
This f oaturo plus designng, perfect
"8oy, I think I should hnve somelet torn g and moderate prices should thing back on tho price of that cough
cause you to place the order with us. sirup 1 got Inst week." the customer
suggested.
A card will bri.ig full information.
"What wns the matter with It?" the
druggist asked In genuine surprise.
"Why, I'd taken only half of It
Co. when
my couch was absolutely cared,
S10 W. Grand
Clovis, N. M. nnd there's half tire bottle of staff left,
total loss."

FOR 12 YEARS
RELIABLE

Bahamas to Protect the Flamingo.
The flamingo will be protected by
nn order of council Issued by the government of the Hnhamn Islnnds, the
Geographic society anNational
nounces. The birds nest In tiro marshes
The action of the ls
of the Islnnds.
The feature of prime importance lond government followed nn expediin the purc't .se of a MONUMENT If tion which trailed the flamingo Into
the marshes and there took motion
the quality of marble or granitu
this should be of the highest grade if pictures of Its babllnt. It was estimated thnt since 1001 the. number of
tho memorial is to be lasting.
the birds on the Island has been reThe quulity of monuments
we duced from 20,000 to about 7,000 by
make, In this respect, will stand ever) thO depredations of sponge 'fishermen,
test known it is as high and as ex- who killed them for food.
cellent as wo can posibly obtain.-

Real Auto Service

......

PRATORIANS
You will please pay your duet
in the future to H. E. Carlisle,
Recorder, at Clovis National
Bank.
H. E. Carlisle, Recorder

Why not Look Over Our

Clovis, New Mexico

Telephone 23

We offer the following wagon covers made of new 13 ounce double
filled olive drab army duck. Can also make any other size wanted:
10x16
10x14
$16.00
10x12
$18.00
$13.00
12x16
12x14
$18.00
11x15
$17.60
$20.00
Olive drab 4'jlb Wool Officer's Blanket, brand new, with
or without "U. S." on it
$8.50
Same blanket used, renovated, excellent condition
$6.50
Gray 4'jlb Wool Officer's Blanket, brand new
$8.00
Same blanket, used, renovated, excellent condition
$5.50
6
Army comforts, lb cotton, olive drab, used, excellent condition $3.25
Army comforts, flowered, U3ed, excellent condition
...$2.25
Steel cots, Quartermaster barracks, brand new, lie flat when
folded
$6.50
Canvas folding cots, brand new
$5.25
Mattresses, 20 lb cotton, used .
.
$4.00
Army wool shirts, slightly used, Acondition
$3.00
U. S. Army khaki pants, laced bottom, slightly used
$1.50
Canvas leggings, brand new, front lace
$1.50
Wrap leggings, new wool O. D.
$2.50
Army marching shoes, Wunson Inst, chocolate color, new
$6.50
Ponchos, used, excellent condition
.
$2.00
All prices f. o. b. Waco, Texas, except clothing which is sent
parcel post prepaid.
Satisfnction guaranteed or money refunded
upon return of goods. No goods sent C. O, D. Write for our complete price list. Mail check or money order with your order, stating
sizes wanted, to
-l

ly

S

,

4

44444444444f444
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Surplus $27,500

"The Bank That Accomodates"

-

4
4
Elephants One Man's Hobby.
4
4
Tho late "I'ncle John" llrnshear of
4 Pittsburgh urged that every man
4
4
4 should have a hobby; and Matthew C.
4
4 Brush, president of the International
e
Shipbuilding corporation, would
to that dictum.
The lender of the vast undertaking
A French scientist advises tiptoeing at Hog Island has a hohliy that Is
plctnrfynne- for a few minutes each day as the
Me is n warm admirer of the elebest exercise for keeping In good
phant. He holds that for the comhealth and prolonging life.
bination of strength, sagacity, dignity
and lldclity it Is the model beast. In
his pocket he carries tiny Ivory and
ebony Images of the mighty pnehy-derAt his apartment there are little elephants to be seen everywhere
on tho mantelpiece, on tho plnno, Id
every place of vantage. It Is said thnt
We have many beautiful pieces of
the recent census taken by their ownused furniture that are as good as er showed be possessed more tbnn
new that will save you much money 300 of the tiny figures. Philadelphia
on furnishing your home. Drop in and Public Ledger.
look our stock over.
Extensive Forest Planned.
We buy second-han- d
furniture of
New York state will lead the nation
all kinds.
In Intensive application of forestry to
Idle lands, under plans now being
formulated In Otsego county. This
country, whose hills and valleys, lakes
218 South Mitchell
and streams formed the sotting fop
Old Model Laundry Stand
Cooper's Lentherstocklng tales. Is organising a system of county and township forests, on the basis of n survey
by the New York Stnte College of
a
Forestry at Syracuse, The plan Is
for each township to plnnt a forest of
roughly 100 ncres as a starting point.
The several forests will be part of the
county system and will be connected
with the highways to make them accessible from all parts of the county.

4

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

'.V.

a

4 NOTICE TO ALL

The man who. waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.

3

44s.

4

2

!

WELL EQUIPPED FOR DEFENSE

4

QUININE

FOR

and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
208-210-21-

itiiiiiKiiraiiid on n rYlriiiy.
of the
prcMldcnta of the
4
United Slulcs were InuuKumled
Veterinarian.
on
Monday and only three on Friday, one
200 Went Otero Street.
Pliuoe 40..
Gloria, N. M. 4 of whom, Lincoln, was asHasHlniited,

THOMAS W. JONES

.

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

1

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BEOS.
Day Phone 211

, , ,,

Right Pfcost 233
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DELANEY TAKES TANLAC AND
IS BACK AT WORK AGAIN
FEELING FINE.

Fords x.

"When I began taking Teniae I
hail been confined to my house for
four months, but I never felt better
in my life than now," said William
Delaney, well known employee of the
City Street Department and who lives
Ave., Seattle, Wash.
at 427 Faii-vie-

Mil

TAKE A MEMORY PICTURE OF THIS SACK,
ORDER IT BY NAME. INSIST
UPON GETTING

Sunlight Flour
Cramer Mill & Elovalors Co.

1

LEAVE

WE WANT YOUR GRAIN

,

Farm Tractor

"I hnd stomach trouble and indigestion so bad that everything I ate
disagreed with me," continued Mr.
Delaney. "Gas would form after
meals and would cause me to have
the worst sort of cramping spells. I
actually suffered so much I dreaded
to eat at all and I never dared touch
meat or anything heavy. I also had
rheumatism all over my body and it
was so bad in my arms and legs I
could hardly get about at all; then
my nerves went back on me and I
could never get a good night's sleep.
"I hoard so. much good about Tan-la- c
that I decided to try it and it
just seemed to be especially made
for my case, for every one of my
troubles left me so quickly it was
really amazing, and I am enjoying
better health now than I have in
years. I have a ravenous appetite,
eat anything I want and sleep like
a log at night. I have gained a lot
in weight, too, and put in a big duy's
work on the job every day. I feel
like a different man in every wayj
'
and Tanlac deserves nil the credit for
I
it."
Tanlac is sol J in Clovis by City
Drug Co., in Toxica by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
& Pool.
(Adverticeme'nt)

More than 100,000 Fordson tractors have Weil sold to fanners in the United States. They are helping those fanners do more
and better work in less time and at loss cost. North, Kast. South
West everywhere the Fordson has proven itself a money maker
and a real necessity to the fanner. Upsides it solves the labor
problem.
These practical, fanners have affirmed the economy the exceptionally low operating cost of the Fordson; its time and
labor suving qualities and its ability to increase production. The
Fordson was built to be the most economical tractor. It is compact and devoid of excessive weight. And it is built of the same
strong Vanadium steel as the Ford car.
Winter or bad weather does not hinder the Fordson 's usefulness. Day or night twenty-fou- r
hours a day if you choose
you can utilize the Fordson.
rtnly so many Fordsons are allotted this territory. Orders
are being filled in rotation. Let us have yours now.
Made by Henry Ford &, Son and sold' by
--

We are truly sorry that Henry
Ford is not manufacturing paper instead of jitneys. The day Henry announced a general reduction, notice
came of a general raise in paper
prices.
Of all the grafters and profiteers in America, the paper monop
oly seems to be the worse. Canyon
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JONES & LINDLEY

News.

News Classified ads get results.
Boston girls hr.vc made a comfortable camping lodge in the hulk of
the old pilot bont Columbia which
was wrecked on the shore at Scituat?,
Massachusetts, in 1898.

KEMP LUMBER CO.
The Yard That Saves and Satisfies

I

MARK

TRADE

AGENTS

Operating Highway Garage

Subscribe for the News $2.00 year.
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BECAUSE

NEW MEXICO
REPUBLICAN STATE
TICKET

drafted by bis party as the best equipped Republican for the post assigned
him in the service of the state.

For Representative

t

BECAUSE every man on this ticket has been

tested and trained in the public service
and has demonstrated

ability, judg-

ment and courage when entrusted with

authority and responsibility.
BECAUSE every man on this ticket is working for the election of every other man;
with the Republicans of New Mexico
working in enthusiastic harmony for

their election; and team work wins.
BECAUSE these men are leading the fight
in New Mexico for Harding and

Coo-lidg-

e

and because New Mexico voters
will register their approval of that

fight on November 2, with the biggest
majority in the history of the state.

In

Congreu

NESTOR MONTOYA
of Albuquerque
For Justice of the Supreme Court
FRANK W. PARKER
of Las Crucea
For Governor
MERRIT C. MECHEM
of Socorro
For Lieutenant Governor
WILLIAM II . DUCKWORTH
of Clovis
For Secretary of State
MANUEL MARTINEZ
of Clayton
For Attorney General
HARRY

One reason for the high cost of
living in England may be that 50
yean ago that country had almost
three times as much land under wheat
as it has today.
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BEAD THE NEWS WANT COLUMN FOR BARGAINS

S. BOWMAN

of Springer
For Stute Auditor
CAI'T. EDWARD L. SAFKORD
of Sania Fe
For State Treasurer
CHARLES U. STRONG
of Mora
For Superintendent of Schools
JOHN V. CONWAY
of Santa Fo
For Commissioner of Public Lands
NELSON A. FIELD
of Magdalena
For Corporation Commissioner
HUGH H. WILLIAMS
of Deming

Over fifty years ago n youn?
nhyBiciun practiced withtty in a
rural district and became famous
for hia uniform success in the
curing of disease. This was Dr.
Piere, who afterwards established, himself in Buffalo, N. Y.,
and placed one of his prescriptions,
which ho called "Golden Medical
Discovery," in the drug stores of
the United States so that the pub-li- e
could easily obtain this very
remarkable tonic, corrective and
blood maker, Dr; Pierca manufactured this "Discovery" from
roots and barks a corrective
remedy, the ingredients of which
nature had put in the fields and
forests, for keeping us healthy.
Few folks or families now living
have not at sometime or other used
this "Golden Medical Discovery"
for the stomach, liver and heart.
Over twenty four million bottles
of this tonic and blood remedy
have been sold in this country.
--

You Vote for Your Own Best Interests
3)

-

GALVESTON.
Commissioned
of the first brigade of Texas
cavalry walked their posts in a mili
tary manner tonight at Camp Hut:h- mgs while the entire enlisted person
Wolters'
nel of Brigadier
company was being feted by the citi- rens of Galveston. General Wolters
and his staff were guests of the enlisted men.
captains
Lieutenants,
and even majors of the Texas Nation
al guard volunteered
to perform
guard duty at camp while the bucks,
and top cutters
were doing society.

every man on this ticket was

When You Vote For Them All

ft
(Pol. Adv.)
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STANDS OFF ALOT OF- DOCTOR BILLS

officers

be Elected in New Mexico
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COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
DO GUARD DUTY WHILE
PRIVATES DO SOCIETY

The Republican State Ticket
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YES, THEY CAN GO TOGETHER.
To Hit; avcnigo

buyer

1iij'!i

ju'ieos mean liijili

quality,
Many Ktores pain a reputation for liih quality
by eliarifiiitf biph prices, because tlie idea of low
prices bring the thought of low quality.
Our store is one example of the fact that high
quality and low prices can go together.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1920

THE CLOVIS NEWS

Giant above defendants, greeting:
within the medical fold before osteo- - This afternoon Baby Hawk"-ey- e
nntVtlf Ufa knwn
You are hereby notified that a suit
junior champion
an
Whil il ig ti'uo that nothin which porker weighing 350 pounds and val- has been filed against you In the Disi
jhai been proven to be scientifically ued at $10,000, arrived at a promi- trict Court of Curry County, New
Frt Public Clinict Bsini EUblith4 correct ia denied in the tenets of oste nent hotel here In an expen- Mexico, by the plaintiff herein in
apathy it is also true that the mechan- sive automobile, walked into the hotel cause number 1647 on the civil dockin Many Cilia for tha Ottaopa- ical adjustment of the body is such a lobby on carpets spread especlal'y et of said court.
xtbie Traatmant of tba Poor.
natural procedure and brings about for his visit, was registered for by W.
You are also notified that tho gen- A country-wid- e
crusado for better such remarkable results, that the os- J. Carmichal, Secretary of the na- feral objects of said suit are to fore
health has just been started by the teopath has no need for the adminis- tional Swine Show, posed for a pic- close a certain real estate mortgage
Osteopathic Association. tration of drugs internally for the ture and then snorted his way
American
d treatment of disease.
Free public clinics are being
haughtily into an elevator and rose
in cities in all the states for the
Potter's Materia Mcdica says that to the tenth floor, corner front room,
osteopathic treatment of the poor. there is no statement more scientific- - where he was to spend tho night.
Free lectures on the prevention of ally proven than the onu, that the
The News Classified ads get results
are beiny (riven in various, man body contains within itself every
community centers. "Better Babies" substance necessary for the treatment Phone us. No. 97.
conferences are being hold by the of disease. With such an admission by
NOTICE OF SUIT
women osteopathic physicians for the an authority on drugs, the osteopath
benefit of mothers and infants.
has no need to look elsewhere for his
In the District Court of Curry
Osteopathic hospitals have been remedies. The next proposition is how
built in several cities recently and a to make these substances available. County, New Mexico.
Clyn Smith, plaintiff, vs. A. C.
number of others are projected for Science teaches that the body is the
most perfect machine known. Hence Papppe, Maggie Pappe and Sobrino
the immediate future.
The osteopathic colleges report a osteopathy concludes that a perfect Black, defendants. No. 1647. .
Tho State of New Mexico to the
larjce increase in the number of ma- machine with all the substances necestriculants, enlargment of faculties, sary present, needs only perfect adand a still higher standard of en- justment in order to maintain perfect
trance and curriculum requirements. functioning which Is health. '
(Advertisement)
Great industrial plants, mills, fac-

NATIONAL I1EALH
CRUSADE STARTED

m

ld

held by the plaintiff against you for
tho principal gum of $500.00, interest nd attorney's fee upon the KEV,
of section 26, in Township 5 north of
RsngeSl East, N. M. P. M., Curry
County, New Mexico, and to havo said
land sold to satisfy same and for all
proper relief; and that unless you
answer and plead in said cause on or
before the 20th day of October, 1920,

udgment will be rendered against you
by default; that the name of 'the
plaintiff's attorney is A. W. Hocken-hul- l,
whi3 business address is at
Clovis, New Mexico.
Witnes my hand and the seal of
said Court at Clovis, New Mexico,
this 2nd day of September, 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk
(SEAL)
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Tains enemy"
71 say it is

tories and large commercial houses
-1are installing osteopathic departments HOC IS CIVEN CORNER
for the purpose of keeping their
FRONT ROOM
workers fit, decreasing absence due
wmnt mki
WHEN yo nod
from ur
Des Moines, Iowa
In lows
to sickness and increasing the output
'external" pain, turn Sloan's
by raising the physical efficiency. nothing is too good for s hog.
Llnlnwnt. ItdoMthoJoliwIth-outninc, rubbinf , bandas
Several railroad companies nave al
inc. I'Mmfcforrhatinatian.
osteopathic
specialists
added
to
so
muralirla, achoa and pilna,
yiminiand ttraioft, backacha.
thoir staff of physicians who restore
oraniusuM.
injured employees to active service.
o
o
Accident insurance companies have
o
oS3
discovered that injured men whom
CD
they care for under the Workmen's
1
Compensation Act anil employer's liability contracts are in many casts returned to wnire earning very much
35f
sooner under osteopathic treatment CHICHESTER
PILLS
MJ K
a 1
If. sf
U RAN It.
70
A
than heretofore'. This hns resulted in
((
4140
kl.hfcl4-rIM...iTlr.ndA
a number of the proalcst insurance sVsWaF
I111 10
"J IlIlM ncumcW
RlUMMkV
TV 21
companies installing osteopathic spc- Mll Willi
1 ?
M
A.t, rwriii.i-i1 1
rw
in
in
cities
various
ofices
rialists their
DIAMOND IIUANU FILM..Tra
U
yrroknowaia bet.Mfctt,Alwirikeliil to
to care for these cases,
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Laws ri'prulatinif the practice of us- -'
teopathy havv now been passed in ev-- J
ory ftate in the Union. This means
lluit osteopathy is now standardized
A. S. Sullivan
H. E. Johnson
and reeulnted by law in a manner,
analogous to that by which the prac-- ;
tic) of medicine is controlled. Unand illegal
qualified, incompetent
practitioners of osteopathy are therefore naw barn d from practice by law
and tIA public is just as well protect-- l
from injury by unqualified osteo-- ,
jmtlis as it is saved from harm by un-- !
registered medical doctors. No os- tropath can practice in any state in
the Union now without being legally
registered by the state.
Kducationr.l star.darils in ost.Mpa-- 1
thic colleges have been raised to the
level of medical stnnilurds and are en- -'
forced most rigidly. There are only
This is our moMo. You can always find the best
seven oitteopathic colleges in the
world, and they nro all members of
in Groceries and Fresh Meats at our store. Barbethe Associated Colleges of Osteons.-1
thy. This organization compels
cue every Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
lutfl uniformity of entrance require-- i
merits and a minimum curriculum of
study hour and subjects equal to
Full line of fresh Vegetables and Fruits direct
that of medical schools. The length
osteopathic
study
in
of
the
course
of
from California every Friday.
colleges ia four years and no person
ran enter without a high school education. These colleges are located in
Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Kansas City, Dos Moines, Kirksvillo, Mo.,
and Los Angeles.
Large general surgical and obstetrical hospitals are maintained in conjunction with osteopathic colleges.
Osteopathic colleges are chartered
authorised
institutions,
educational
by the states to confer degrees. They
are not conducted for the purpose of
profit, but entirely from the educational standpoint.
Osteopathy, then, is a school of
practice, the basic principals of which
is the mechanical adjustment of the
body. This is so simple that '.t is difficult to see why thero should be any
misunderetanili!) reg:n- ".;iir it. Osteo
paths are mechanical phyrleiiuis of I
the human body. As the ni;ie is the
central support of the structure of
the body and as it contains the spinal
cord which is the main cable of
nerves extendir.g from the brain
through the whole length of the trunk
y
the adjustment of the spine is
the most important part of the
We fall for and deliver your clothes promptly,
work of the osteopath. Surgery being
mechanical, is of course embraced
and guarantee satisfaction.
within the scope of osteopathy alby the
though body adjustments
hands of the osteopath saves the patient from a very largt percentage of
avoidablo operations.
Nothing which is scientifically true
Give us a trial our work will please you.
regarding the human body as taught
by the oldor schools of practice is denied In tha teachings of osteopathy.
Osteopathy Is not a system of negation, of attack or criticism of other
schools of practice. It ii not destrue-tlvIt is constructive. Thero are
plenty of sects and cults based primarily upon denial or denunciation of
others. Osteopathy is not of these.
There is no instrument of precision
Successors to Roy Snclling.
used in dingnosls in the old schools,
which is not utilized by tho osteopaths. Osteopathy Is necessarily based
upon anatomy, physiology, chemistry
We Call For and Deliver
Phono 450
and the other fundamental sciences
undcrlvimr all teachings of the art of
healing.
Those sciences all existed
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Spuds, .') pounds

In our business we must make buying a study. It is more important to-

ut

e

SOME RESULTS

Ad-itori- al

.......

$1.00
$3.25

Spuds, 100 pounds

day than ever.

Sugar, 100 pounds L

We place at your disposal the entire
purchasing facilities of this store.

Sugar, oVa pounds

$1.00

Head Hiee, per lb

15c

It may mean better prices, better
quality, quicker delivery, greater satisfaction all around.

Lard, Compound

$1.85

Cnttnlclic

$2.20

Gil

We are vours to command.

4J.

Crisco

Clovis

Flour per cwt

.'.$17.00

;'..$2.00

...$6.25

K

'1" v

Guaranteed

all
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JOHNSON & SULLIVAN

iaiaYi

"Quality and Service"

What to Look for in
Buying a Phonograph

1

ab-o--

Quickest Delivery Service in Clovis

PHONE 118

I

THE FIRST in a series
During the next few days a brief outline of the vital points
to be taken into consideration in the purchase of such an instrument will be published in this space.

lil

Selecting the proper phonograph, is an easy matter for one
who knows definitely what to look for when investigating the
various makes.
Each item which we will mention should be considered separately, for their arrangement, in no way, signifies that any one
is more important than another.

Here's Heal Service
For You..,..

neces-wiril-

f

I

Is The Instrument You Will Eventually Buy

e.

Quick Service Cleaners

e

Numi Electric Co.
OF CLOVIS

.

THE CLOVIS NEWS

The Best Bread on the Market.

Tomorrow May Never Come

i
If it Has Flour in it,

Give us a Trial

Take Home a Loaf of

Home Bakery Bread

l We Give Especial

I

I Attention to Party I

rrn If If IT?

I

we make it.

aw

j

i

OME BAKERY

Orders and Guaran- - J
tee Satisfactory
Service.

"We Sieve Our .Flour"
208 West Grand Avenue

$

j
I

4

PHONE 288

tested as in this act provided shall, New Mexico subject to taxation for four successive weeks next pro- issued and sold hereunder shall be for the preservation of .the public
All ballots paid and satisfied.
when duly issued and sold, be valid for state purposes, an annual
ud ceeding such election.
But if a majority peace and safety of the Inhabitants
obligations of the State although the valorem
n
tax sufficient to pay the used ai said election shall have
of the votes cast thereon at such elecof the State of New Mexico that
issue and sale thereof be made after principal of said bonds at maturity.
the words "For State High- tion shall be against this act, the same tho provisions of thia act shull beim- way Bond Act." and in a separate
the persons so signing, countersign- The taxes hereby authorized,
shall not take effect.
The cost of come effective at the earliest time,
ing and attesting the same shall have posed and levied shall be levied, line under the same words, "Against publication of the notice herein proand therefore an emergency is here
ceased to be the incumbents of their assessed and collected in the same State Highway Bond Act." Opposite vided for shall be paid out of the by declared to exist and this act
respective offices. The bonds author- manner as other taxes for state each of said lines there shall be a funds available in the State Road shull tuke effect und be in full forco
ized by this act. shall be sold by the purposes, and it shall be the duty square in which the voter may murk Fund.
from and after its passage and
State Treasurer at such times and in of the State Auditor and of all as- a cross to indicate whether he votes
Section 11 That it is necessary
CHAPTER 172
such amounts as the Governor shall sessors and local taxing authoritM for or uguinst the said bond act, und
AX ACT PROVIDING w'OR THE direct to the highest bidder for cash. to cause said taxes to be levied, as- those voting for said act shall do ho
ISSUANCE OP BONDS BY THE The Governor shall issue such direc- sessed and collected in the same by placing a cross in the square opSTATE (IF NEW MEXICO lN'i tions to the Slate Treasurer upon be- manner and at the same times as posite the words, "For State HighTHE SUM OF TWO MILLION, ing requested go to do by resolutions other taxes for state purposes are way Bond Act," and those voting
against the same shall do so by placDOLLARS TO PROVIDE FUNDS of the State Highway Commission levied, assessed and collected.
Section 5 The State Treasurer ing a cross in the square opposite the
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION ANI; specifying the amount of money
OF
STATE: which in the judgment
IMPROVEMENT
of said shall keep separate accounts of all word., "Against State Highway Bond
HIGHWAYS, PROVIDING A TAX Commission shitll be required from moneys collected under the tuxes Act."
Section 10 Tho votes cust for and
LEVY FOR THE PAYMENT OF time to time for the purposes for hereby levied and imposed for the
of the
and agi.inst said bond uct shall be counted
interest
INTEREST AND PRINCIPAL OF: which such indebtedness is author payment
of said
bonds returned, eunvusaed and the result
fund
SAID BONDS AND FOR OTHER ized. Before offering any of such sinking
and shall from time declined anil certified in the same
PURPOSES.
bonds for sale the State Treasurer respect.vely
AND
in
moneys
said manner as votes cast for slate officfori shall detach therefrom any coupons to time invest the
Senate Committee Substitute
Senate Bill No. 8fi, (as amended) : which may have matured or may sinning iunu in uny minus or oiner sa- ers, and if it appears that this act
Approved March 17,1 910.
mature before the date fixed for such curities issued by the State of New shall have received u majority of ull
Be it enacted by the Legislature of sale. He shull publish a notice of the Mexico, or in any bonds or securities the votes ca:-- t thereon at :uch electhe State cf New Mexico:
time and place of sale in one news- of any county in said state, or in any tion, the Governor shall make procla
Section 1 For the purpose of pro- - paper published in Santa Fe, New bonds of anv city or school dis' rift mation thereof and thereupon tliib
take effect
viding funds for the construction and Mexico, in one newspaper published therein at their market value; Pro- act shall immediately
improvement of State Highways and ut Albuquerque, New Mexico, and in vided such bonds or securities are and .shall be irrepcalaMo until the
upon
n
payable
tax
tnxublo
all
from
the principal and interest of ull bonds
for meeting allotments of Federal ono newspaper published in each of
funds made to the state under the1 the cities of New York, state of N. Y., property in such county, city or
school
and
all
such
"Fed-1
districts
that
Act of Congress known as the
and Chicago. State of Illinois, once
REAL ESTATE
so
purchased
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
eral Road Aid Act," an indebtedness each week for four consecutive weeks bonds or securities
maturity'
of
before
the
mature
shall
of the State of New Mexico s hereby prior to tho date fixed for such sale;
AND
authorized in the sum of two million such date being not less than thirty the bonds for which said sinking fund Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
ly Weil
dollars.
ramml r'ui'li
in l
days after the first advertisement in is created. Ci! imrili.n ul th
Th'Ti
CITY PROPERTY
Section - Any holder of any of lh'
Section 2 Immediately after the each of said newspapers; such notice
.nu wuy to cur.- tNitiirrh.il aValii'ia.
the bonds issued pursuant to the only
issuing of the proclamation of the shall specify the amount, denomina,nLiitutluiiul
rrmt'iy.
nd Mint la 1' a
an
t'rovernor as provided in Section 10 tion, maturity and description of the provisions of this act and any per- Catarrhali:onili;lon of Inthe cuuat by llnliir;
ot
tnutoua
or officer being a party in in the liueeithlan Tub
W h n (lite tuIs
:t thir act, the State Treasurer shall bonds to be sold and the place, day son
equyou
may
rumbling
Inllanu-or
n
or
terest
Itavv
at
eouud
either
in
law
negotiable
bonds
of
coupon
prepare
and hour at wh'ch sealed bids will ity,
hearing, ami
It la entlrrty
hn
action ior mandamus cbia'd, ptiifn.ua
The State of New Mexico in the de- be received
you want to sell See Us.
la lhr.atilt.
tho
for the purchase of said
Inffamrfailon can bw rrdurrd anrl tbia
nomination of one thousand dollars bonds. At the place and time named enforce and compel the performance
to Ma normal rondlilon, It'arlnK
fach, or such smaller denominations in said notice the said State Treas of the duties required by this act wl, be dVetroyed
further. Many cae-- a c'
If you want to buy See Us.
tint Ipsa than one hundred dollars urer and the Governor, or in his of any of the officers or persons deafmee am ranted by ratarrb. wbl'h It
of ihe muonua
Inflamed
cnndtilnn
an
mentioned.
herein
Governor
determine,
shall
the
tuch as
absence the president or a member
Catarrh Mptllelne acta thru
Section 7 All bonds issued under tha bloodHnll'a
on tho mucoua
to be numbered consecutively and to of the Slate Highway Commission
of the
be
yttMn.
provisions
the
of
this
act
shall
1!)21:
said
January
1st,
date
bear
shall open all bids in public and shall exempt from taxation.
we win five fina iiunrjrrn iwnare Tor
Office Over
Vionds shall bear interest at the rate award the bonds or any part
any
eaae
of Catarrhal Ih'aOiree that cannot
thereof
Section 8 The provisions of this ba cured by Hnll'a Catarrh Medicine.
of four per centum per annum, pay- to the bidder or bidders offering the
Phone 348
Ho.
free.
All
imiritHn.
Fanners State Hank
act shall constitute an irrepealable
on the first day of highest price therefor.
able
W. J. CHf.Mli
Co.. Toledo, o.
They may reJuly and the first day of January ject any and all bids and may refuse contract with the holders of any
each year, both principal and interest to make any award unless satisfac- bonds and the coupons thereof isNews Classified ads get results.
hall be payable in gold coin or its tory security shall be furnished by sued pursuant to the provisions of
inuivalent in lawful money of the a bidder for compliance with the this act for the full performance of
United States at the office of the terms of the bid. Said bonds shall which by the State and its officers
faith
State Treasurer in the City of San- be sold in consecutive numerical or and taxing authorities the full Mexof the State of New
ta Fe, New Mexico, or at some brink der and no bid shall be accepted and t
is hereby pledged.
in the City of New York, State of which is less than the par value of ico
This act shall without reference to
Mew York, or such other place as such bonds plus the interest which
any
other act of the Legislature
may be designated in said bands shall have accrued thereon between to
and in the coupons attached there- the date last proceeding interest ma- of the State of New Mexico be full
to, at the option of the holder. The turity date and the date of the sale. authority for the issuance and sale of
(
principal of said bonds shall be pay- The proceeds placed to the credit of the bonds hereby authorized, which
Hl'llftVru
able to bearer thirty years after the state of the sale of such bonds bunds and the coupons thereto atqualities
all
the
tached,
have
shall
heir date; and it shall be provided shall be placed to the credit of the
you will
in .said bonds that ihcy may be re- State Road Fund, except such amount of negotiable paper under the law of
deemed at the Option of the State as may have been paid as accrued in merchant and shall not be invalid
M il?
in
any
irregularity
defect
the
or
I
for
...ii li
at any time after ten years from terest-osuch bonds which shull be
iJicir date: said bonds shall be signed credited to a special interest fund proceedings for the issue and sale
thereof and shull be incontestable in
by the Governor, attested by the for payment of interest
on
such
Secretary of State, under the seal of bonus. The moneys placed in the the hands of bona fide purchasers or
the State, and countersigned by the State Road Fund from the proceeds holders thereoi for value.
Section 0 This act shull be subState Trensurer, and shall be regis of such bonds shull be used exclutered by the State Auditor in a nook sively for the. purpose for which the mitted to the qualified electors of
to be kept by him for that purpose said Indebtedness is authorized. The the state at the general election to
be held in the, month of November
in which shall be entered the date, expenses incurred by the Treasurer
number, amount and Series of each in the preparation of the said bonds in the year of 1920, and it shall be
of the
bond sold and the amount for which and in advertising the sale thereof the duty of the Secretary published
to cause this act to be
the same shall have been sold. The shull be paid out of the funds avail State
full faith and credit of the State able in the State Road Fund. The in full in at least one newspaper in
of New Mexico is hereby pledged proceeds realized from the sale of each county of the state, if one be.
for the prompt payment at ma said bonds shall be puid out by the published therein, once each week
turity of the principal and interest State Treusurer under the authority
of all the said bonds which may be and directi'in of the State Highway
issued and sold as provided in this act Commission of the State of New MexIt shall be provided in each bond ico, and the Slate Highway Commisso issued that if it shall be called sion is hereby authorized and directfor redemption before maturity no ed to spend the said proceeds from
tice thereof in writing shall be given the sale of said bonds in the different
Camea ar aoW mvrywhmr in
by the State Treasurer to the bank counties of the State- - of New Mexico
arienllfinaffr MM pacaeaee
cigarette-contentme- nt
designated in the bond as the al in the construction of roads in said
never
of 30 c,frHt
A,r 10 rrnl,:
or fen peraeHea ( 3l)OritrMlm)
ternativo place of payment, at least counties, the amounts to be expended
tn
e
ilum
thirty days before the date fixed for in the respective counties in the stutc
Wm ntrontly runmmmnH
redemption, and in addition thereto to be in proportion to the amount
ii
thtt cartnn rhr foe name or of
Camels
(tee
you.
or erhen you travel
eiipfijr
be
by
published
notice thereof shall
of assessed valuation in each of said
the State Treasurer in a newspaper counties of all the property therein,
r.
reynolds
j.
choice
of
choice
blend
published in Santa Fe, New Mexico, according to the tax rolls of the
tobacco co.
newspaper
a
published
in
.
and also
in respective counties, and tho amount
N 0.
the City of New York, State of New so to be expended in each of said
good drink
a
With
T.
possible
once
sue
week
York,
each
goodness
for four
counties shall be determined by the
eessive weeks nevt prior to the date said State Highway Commission
fountain.
our
any
redemption
and
bond
fixed for
if
from the tax rolls of said counties
so called for redemption be not then ,for the year 1920 as they shall be
presented for payment, it shall cease on file in the office of the State Tax
Clean and Sanitary
to bear interest from and after the Commission of the Slate of New Mexdate so fixed for redemption.
ico for said year.
is
Camels mellow-mildne- ss
Ask your friends.
Section 3 Interest coupons pay
Section 4. To provide for the
able to bearer shall be attached to payment of the interest and prineach of said Sonds and shall be cipal of any bonds issued pursuant
1
freedom
consecutively
numbered specifying to tho provisions of this act there
the number of the bond to which shall he and there is hereby imposciga-ret- ty
leave no
they are attached and shall bear the ed and levied during each year in
V7!V. .
lithographed or engraved facsimile which the said bonds shall be outof the signature or the State Treasur standing an annual advalorem tax on
er in office at the time when such all property in tho State of New
odor !
bonds are prepared and printed, and Mexico subject to taxation for state
such coupons shall be valid obliga- purposes sufficient to produce a
every
Give
tions of the state notwithstanding sum equal to one year's interest on
that the person whose signature ap- all tho said bonds then outstanding.
puff-for-pu- ff
TURKISH U DOMESTIC
compare
pears thereon may have ceased to be In each year after said bonds shall
BLEND
!
such' Slate Treasurer when such have run for five years, there shall
Slaughter Marrajr, Proprietor. T
world
cigarette in
lr
bonds are issued and sold; aud said be and there is hereby imposed and
r
MrHiila-jism
bonds signed, countersigned and at levied on ull property in tli' Pti.te vt
HIGHWAY BOND PRO.
POSALS
Pursuant to Chapter 172, Laws of
HMO, the fallowing act Is hereby submitted to the qualified voters at the
General Election to be held November 2, 1920.
MANTEL MARTINEZ,
Secretary of State.
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NOTICE

Things Go to Make Up Con- The public ia hereby notified that
eldsrstlon of tht Rsal Worth
W. Reagan and W. H. Doughton
of an Article.
of the
Land Co.,
have dissolved partnership and W. H.
Value In n comuiudlty depends, ac
Doughton and C. F. Doughton have
cording to certain standard econo
mists, on utilities of time, place and formed a partnership and will con
events. An article Ih worth whut Its duct a general real estate business
owner can get for It. Wltttt lie can in the west rooms of the old
get fur It depends on where It In, who
Land Office, at the rear
unta It, for wlin t purpose and tbe of the First National Bank.
miniher of bidders.
The Manchester (luardliin published
an Interview with Itykov, president: of
the supreme council of uutlonul (economy In soviet Itussla. Itykov Indicated
tlmt name valuables were less valuable
theMe dnyi tlinn formerly, while
others were wore ho. The Soviets, he
mid, would let go of their platinum
lowly In trude with the oultdde world
slowly, thut Is, In comparison v'th
their release of othet articles.
In platinum we liuve a world
monopoly," said Itykov, "and conse- quently can afford to watt. Diamond
and gold, however iliey can have as
much as they want of such rubbish
latlnuni la different and we ore In no
hurry to purt with It. Diamonds and
(old ornament, the Jewelry of the
czars, we are ready to give to any
king In ICurope who fancies them if
lie can give us some leva ornamental
but more useful locomotive"."
Similarly there la no doubt that not
few American manufacturer would
willingly trade diamonds and gold and
motor car and electric runabout for
box car. -- plain, old, railroad red box
rara ready tin the sidetrack to haul
factory output from point of prod ne
We are now feeding more
on to point of consumption. dilco
go News,
people than ut any time we
have been in the restaurant
NOT MUCH GOES TO WASTE
business in Clovis. There if a
reason for this. We are giving
Machines That Make for Economy Art
our patroni the very best
Now In General Le In Facto,
riea In America.
service and plenty of good
things to eat
Recovery of valuable portions of
materials formerly wasted g more
OPEN ALL NIGHT
ml more a feature of American In
economy.
For many years
We have adopted s new polhere has been In use In many of
icy
of keeping our restaurant
Inrge
the
engineering works a ccn
trifugal separating machine which
open all night This will give
removes (he oil from Iron and steel
chance to
the wheat haulers
urnlugs or borings and thus penults
something
get
no matter
eat
to
it to be used over atfiln.
Idea
This
which underlies this machine has
how late they are in getting la
now been curried farther and applied
at night or how early they want
to the removal of the dust and dirt
to get out in the morning.
which
unavoidably collects in oil
used In the lubricating systems of
murine and other largo endues. The
new machine is very similar In form
and operates on the stiine principle on
now
the
centrifugal
wvlhknowu
cream separator. The foul oil Is fed
continuously
Into
machine
the
Open All Night
through a strainer which catches eny
gross particles, precisely as milk la
fed Into the cream sepnrntnr.
The
purified oil escape ' continuously,
while the dust and dirt collect on the
Inner surface of the separating drum.
Provision Is made by which the attendant cpii Instantly tell when the
machine Is choked with the deposited

Many

$20,000 Worth of
First Mortgage

Reagan-Doughto-

n

'

LeL

Reegan-Dought-

Notes for Sale

orjx up

uour

Kiser & Kemper

On new homes recently constructed in Clovi.
They will net you a good rate of interest.

'

Transfer and
Service Car

Protect your car against theft by our Automobile
Insurance.

PHONE 450

If your old watch is out of order, bring it in and
our expert repair man will tell vou if it is worth fixing. You can rely upon his judgment.
Our new watches are works of ai"t. We have
many styles and makes at prices that will please you.
Our guarantee goes with each watch we sell,
and we stand back of that guarantee.
We have a complete line of wrist watches far
ladies and gentlemen.

Real Service!

Scheurich Agency
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

PHONE 97 FOR JOB PRINTING OP ALL KINDS.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Clovis. New Mexico

OUR WORD IS OUR BOND

Denhof Jewelry Go.
JEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
.A, T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTORS

iihu-iii- i

Capital, Surplus and Profits

us .selkuoiA

$135,000.00

A Strong Bank In a Growing Town

THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
"The Farmers' Friead"

t

We solicit your banking business.

READ THE NEWS WA?!T COLUMN FOR BARGAINS

F. L. Allcorn & Sons

Transfer Co.
We do hauling anywhere.

PHONE 15
YOUR HAULING SOLICITED

lusmess is Good!
FULL LINE OF MOLINE FARM
IMPLEMENTS

V. Tate, Auctioneer
I have been a stock raiser and buyer all my life and know the
value of stock and farm Implements and have never failed to sell
a tract of land when put up at a fair sale.

0gg& Boss Cafe

Roman Arch Revived.
Minneapolis, which, with Its twin
city, St l'nul, Is now thi largest city,
except St. Louis, west of the Mississippi, and has the largest tleur milts
In the world, will soon also boast
the longest concrete arch tion the
footstool as part of a new bridge
traversing the Father of Waters. The
arch has a length of 400 feet. It con
sists of two separate ribs each 12
feet wide, which are 17 feet thick at
the base and eight feet thick at the
crown, with a rise of 88 feet.
The main arch la flanked at each
end by two auxiliary arches, of which
one lias a length of 100 feet and the
other 68; making the total extent of
the structure 1,032 feet, abutments
Included.
Fair Bathsrs In Hard Luck.
While ten exclusive society matrons
were bathing at Marinette, Wis., In
the cool waters of a little lake, on the
bank within a dressing tent Iny ten
plies of clothing crepe do chine, chnr- incuse, filet luce, silk Teddy bears,
dainty corset covers, envelope che
mises and milled bloomers. A small
boy playing Indian cninc along, was
tempted by the llluiy heap of lnce,
scratched n in a Ich on the seat of his
ragged trousers, and before the ladles
could say "Annette Kellernmn!" tho
dressing tent and nil Its contents had
gone up In flnmo and smoke. Iloston
(llohe.
Tho day of the great nnvnl review
nff Port Melbourne, on the occasion
of tho prince of Wules' visit, was
lan ninmornhle In n minor wav for

the triumph of Victorian railway or
Klectrlc trains earned
ganisation.
nri.mo iluhtaecra. In about four and
hour, to and from Port Mel
bourne, a total distance of four miles.
Only five trains were utilized for the
whole service, yet It was possible to
maintain a service of trains ot Inter
vals of less than three minutes. Thus
the huge crowd was handled without a
bitch.
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to inspect our plant.
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one-ha- lf

AU grades of MobiM

at prices

that will sare you money.

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
F.'B. PAYNE, Manager

Italy's Plague of Fleas.
To foreigners llfo In Italy Is "Jnst
one dnrned Itch after another," because of the annoying prevalence of
flons, which seemingly do not bother
tile natives, hut exist In staggering
quantities "to those who go there for
Kenneth U
visits and sightseeing.
Roberts says In the Saturday Evening
Tost that there la no hotel, palace,
restaurant, train or railway station
that does not, at a moment's notice.
provide fleas for the foreigner wta
may step Into one of them.
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SUNKIST LEMONS
Standard Size, per lz., 30c

VAN CAMPS MILK

A. B. AUSTIN & CO.

12
)

75c

1

cans Baby size
cans family size

$1.00.

Offer groceries at the following prices from Friday, October 15
until Tuesday, October 19
FLOUR
Moses Best. p'i-

SUGAR

$7.00
$6.50

-

Bakers Pride, per cwt

per 481b

per

481b

7

CAR LOAD OF APPLES
Apples are scarce this year, however we succeeded in sceurinn- a car of bushel boxes of Willow
Twigs that we will offer for these few days at per
$3.35
bushel box

.

Capital Peaches, per palloii
Capital Apricots, per gallon

95c
85c

.$1.00
.$3.25

COFFEE
Hills Bros. Bed Can Coffee, 1 pound can
Hills Bros. Bed Can Coffee, 2 pound can
.") pound
pail pure Bio Coffee 1
10 pound pail pure Bio Coffee
:J pound ean Gold Nuggett Coffee
1 pound can Gold Xuggett Coffee

CANNED GOODS
Mt. View Corn, 6 cans No. 2 for
90c
Van ('amps Hominy, o No. It cans for
90c
'
Good Pink Salmon, per doz.
$2.75
Morris supreme extra sifted peas, 6 cans for -- .$1.40
6 No. 2 cans Big H Tomatoes for
90c
G No. : cans Bar B Q Tomatoes for
$1.40
12 cans Del Monte small pork and beans
$1.10
1 gallon Texas Extracted Iloney
$2.50
1
1 gallon Blue Karo Syrup
95c
1 gallon Karo, maple flavor
$1.75
No. 2 ean Puritan strawberr yand apple jam for 70c
1
I
6 pound Crisco for
$1.85
8 pound Compound, Cudahy for
$1.75
4 s tran Broom for
50c
H large tubes of Sooner Oats for
1.00

VEGETABLES
Grape Fruit
Green Beans
Fresh Strawberries
Radishes
.Turnips
Carrots
Celery
Sweet Potatoes

Cranberries
Coeoanuts
Concord Grapes
Tokay Grapes
Bananas
Oranges
Lemons
Apples

pounds cane Sugar
(Only $1.00 worth to each customer)

?0 pounds Spuds for
By the sack, per 1(H) pounds

$15.50
$1.00

'

-

FRUITS

SPUDS

Sugar per cwt.

$3.60
$3.30

--

60c

$1.15
$2.45
$4.75
$1.60
55c

OVERALL SPECIAL
Blue Buckle Overalls are a standard garment,
union made, 220 weight denim, special for Saturday,
$2.85
October Kith, per garment .!
$3.50
Per suit
Palm Olive Soap, per bar
bar., White Eagle Soap
f.O bars Wood Chuck Soap

10c

$100
$100

22

Sealships Oysters and Catfish each Friday. We carry Monarch. Beech Nut, Tea Garden
runiy v,ross, r unian canned uooas.

Now Located In Our New Home Grand Avenue and Mitchell Streets

stew meat per lb

""hoicc

.'lib No.
81b

20

Pcaberry Coffee

1

$1.00

Mexican Beans

$1.00

No. 10 can sweet pickles for
---

AND THEIR

brisket Boast per pound 20c

$1.00

medium Rico

161b

$1.50

A. B

DUTIES

.

Location Committee A. W. John-to- n
and W. B. Cramer. Duties, select location, 'measure nnd grant
space to all exhibitors, grunt concessions, determine, location and price,
and collect money for same.
Entertainment Committee E. W.
Bowyer and J. D. Prown.
Duties:
Provide amusements, schedule band
and other concerts, games, speaking,
etc.
Agricultural Comittce-Re- v.
Elli

BEEF
.30c

BEEF

Shoulder meat, by chunk
per pound

30c

.25c

Austin & Co.

(Incorporated)
"THE PRICE IS THE THING"
Three Telephones
grand ave. and Mitchell st. Three Telephones
clovis, n. m.
43-49--

43-49-- 52

52

ott, Milton Brown and C. V. Kelly.
Duties: To see that a representative
exhibit of the field crops is collected
and exhibited. After space, it granted they will arrange all the field crops
vxhibit.-d-,
have charge of the decora
tion, make complete list of entries,
select judges, secure the ribbons from
the local newspapers, and see that
same are given out.
Live Stock Committee
Alex Shipley, J. Frank Ncel, Claud Raybournc,
E. E. Hickman, and George Roberts.
Duties: Provide for shade, pens,
hitching posts, water, make complete
list of entries, secure judges and
award ribbons.
Poultry Committee Roland Wicks
and C. W. Cole. Duties: Arrange all
poultry exhibits, make schedule of entries, provide for judges and award
ribbons.
Women's Department
Mrs. J. D.
Stalker, Mrs. W. H. Pattison, Mrs. E.

ill
At The

'hauS

,

Loin Steak, per pound
Bound Steak per pound
Seven Steak per pound

20

Plate Bib boiling beef
per pound

30 lbs. Sweet Spuds for

.

.

10c

.

$1.00

Puritan Strawberry

No. 10 can

i. ..$2.90

and apple jam for

Libby's apple butter

Xo. 10 can

No. 10 can Bed

pitted cherries

$1.40
$2.00

---

Below it a list of the Curry County
Fair Committees, the chairman of
each being named first. The general
duties are hereby outlined.
.' County Commissioner J. D. Fleming la in Ka fnrhtil nf thn Aav

ssMMtiiJ

STEAK

BEEF

BEEF

MeWatwusi'

J

sj

During the Fair

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
October 14th 15th and 16th

Show will run continuous from
y
each
afternoon unti Imidnight.
And a good program for each day.
y
Don't forget you can Come uny time after
and see a showuntil midnight, uuring the
Fair.
two-thirt-

two-thirt-

October 14, 15, 16

(WVh
u

Xf

C a un.l

T"lnf inn

A

tn n rn

.v '

hibits, secure tables and other necessities, and place articles on display.
Make list of entries, provide
for
judges, and award ribbons.
Each chairman is urged to come
to a call meeting of his committee,
and determine the amount of money
needed, time the judging is to be
done, obtain the location from the
location committee, and report tame
to Mr. G. P. Kuykcndall.
It it im
portant that thia be done at once.
Each committee it expected to take
charge and be responsible for their
No prizes, except ribdepartment.
bons, first, second and third, are to
be given, except to the school district putting on the best display inside the building, and to the school
district putting on the best exhibit
in the parade, which it being held on
Saturday.
Signed,
JAS. M. BICKLEY,
G. P. KUYKEN'DALL,
WILL H. PATTISON,
Fair Committee.
WILL BE NO EARLY
DECLINE IN WAGES
Chicago, III. High wages paid
during the war will not be reduced
immediately, at least, because of the
drop in prices, A. O. Wharton, former president of the railway employes'
section of the American Federation
of Labor and now a member of the
United States Labor Board, suid here
recently.
Present wages, Wharton declared,
are normal with few exceptions. The
exceptions, he said, apply to industries engaged Ini the maunfacture of
war necessities.
In this line of industry, Wharton said, wages will
drop.
"But in other lines, I would say,
generally- speaking, that there is no
reason for a reduction of wages,"
he said. "I believe the wuges paid
workers today are normal wages and
should not be affected by any de
crease in prices.
Wharton declared he favored the
fixing of
standard wage which
could rot be reduced, but would in
crease in proportion to the cost of
living.
"Recently increased wages did not
give worsen an abnormal salary,
I do not tee any justification for
lowering wages because prices fall
I believe present wages are normal
with few exceptions.
"In certain industries engnged in
the munufacture of munitions and

other war necessaries workers were WOULD REGISTER AND
EQUAL RIGHTS FAR BLACK
offered a bonus for speed. I believe
PEDIGREE HUMANS AS
MAN HARDING'S DEMAND
this line of employment will suffer
THOROUGHBRED ANIMALS
from the drop in prices, if it has
Fair Grounds, Oklahoma City, Oct.
not done so Mready."
No Decline for Month
Wharton declared in any event
he did not believe wages could possibly decline for many months.
My general experk'tici! lias been
that wages are tlu last thing to
Wharton said. "If prices go
ui wages are th last thing to advance.
"in r readjustment of conditions
fni owing a reduction in the cost of
living, the first question t'i be considered is whether the wages established under abnormal conditions is
more than an adequate wage bas-- d
on normal conditions."
Wharton said that railroad employes generally are far from getting the stupenduous wage they are
credited with receiving.
"Thero are several hundred thousand railroad employes getting less
than $4 per day," he said. These employes, he declared, were mostly
maintenance of way employes.
Wharton said that he believed
there was plenty of room for reduction of interest rates on invested
capital prior to reducing wage.
"This is evidenced in returns under
tho income tax lews, showing excessive profits by hundreds and hundreds of manufacturing plants in various lines," said Wharton.
"And by excessive I mean in excess of those profits earned under
normal conditions."

Atlantic City, N. J. The International Alliance of Physicians and Surgeons, the National Association of
Progressive Medicine and two other
affiliated bodies in annual convention
here advocated a plan to have perfect
human beings registered and pedigreed, the same as high clnss "thoroughbreds of the lower animals."
Dr. Charles F. Conrad, chairman
of the convention stated that a woman or a man, if thpy have their own
and the world's interest at heart,
would prefer to select s like mate
who, they have some degrees of assurance, "is at least as near perfect
as a pet dog," which they would not
buy, he added, "unless the dog had a
pedigree of some kind."

Tlic black man must be given the
same rights as the white man, Warren G. Harding declared here on the
borderland of the South tonight.
There was dead silence In the momentary ailence that followed.
"I believe in equality before tho
law," he said. "You can't give one
right to the white man and deny
the same right to the blapk man.
"But that doesn't mean that the
vhite man' and the black man must
be forced to associate together in the
acceptance of their rights."
This was in reply to questions
printed in a local newspaper asking
how he, Harding, stood on Jim Crow
9.

laws.
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Fifty Thouand Acrsi
Smooth Plains Land
All Shallow Water
Irrigable Landt
Near Good Market

Bailey County, Texas
BEST

For ale on and after October 1st,
1920, in tracU of 80 to 160 acres or
more.

25

to 35

IN THE LONG HUN

caih, balance

partial payment each year for eight
year at 6 Inter!.

Bargain Prices
$25 per acre and up
at one by auto or Santa F
train to Mulethoe, Txai, our county
teat town and lee our mature crop,
Agent and Buyer.
Writ for Free Picture Booh.

Though Goodrich Tires
far greater mileage than

arc delivering

to-da- y

cost

15

to io

pre-w-

ar

less than in

tires, they
1910.

Com

Steven A. Coldren
Muleiho,

Tat

SOLD BY

Clovis Filling Station
PHONE 373

NORTH MAIN STREET,
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0 MAC GE If
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Motorcycles and sidecars will
n
positively remain at the figures announced August 1st. ,
prices have always been based on the cost of raw materials and labor.
n
Motor Company has never taken ad- The
vantage of the buying publio to gouge it "for all' the traffic will
bear." Prom the time this country entered the world war, to
n
August 1st, 1920,
prices advanced only
whereas, prices of even the cheapest car manufacturers advanced
60
and many automobiles 100, and more.
n
The
Motor Company has never dropped its
high quality manufacturing standards and'will never do so. Its
products will not be compromised 1a meet a predetermined price.
Prices of raw materials entering into the manufacture of
the llarley Davidson Motorcycles and Sidecars have not dropped
and today stand at .the highest figures in our history. We will
not substitute inferior materials to lower manufacturing costs.
Labor 1s receiving tho maximum wage( Our laboi costs were
never as high as they are today. Freight and express rates have
recently advanced 25 to
Fuel and power costs are mounting daily.
Through correct engineering design, judicious management,
n
production economics and purchasing prestige the
Motor Company will dd its utmost to give the public at all
times the maximum value in motorcycles and sidecars bearing
its trademark.

Prices of

llarley-Davidso- n

llarley-Davidso-

Hurley-Davidso-

JUDGE MERRITT C MECIIEM
Republican nominee for governor of the Btate, who will deliver an
address at the High School Auditorium Saturday afternoon ot 3:15.,

35,

Harlcy-Davidso-

Harlcy-Davidso-

Dr. J. W. Hale of Grady waa a
Cloviii visitor Monday.

m

Mr.'a;id Mrs. M. M. Craig, of Tex- ico were Clovis visitors Monday.
Get your fill at the Clovis Filling
St m ion

Mr. S.F.Moare returned ihia week
from a visit nt Midland and other
points

in

Texas.

Taul M. Steed left the first of
the week for California where- - he
expects to remain for some time.

TOM MIX

TELL 'EM
WE SELL 'EM
List yo'ur land and city property
with hi. Reagan Land Co.
ltc
YOU

DIR. EC TICN WILLIAM ,FOH

Ban
--

W. H.- itlnsr his
Charlton
his homo

IN

"The Untamed"
LIGHTNING IS PLUMB SLOW COMPARED WITH THE
WAY "WHISTLING DAN" CAN PULL A GUN. SEE TOM MIX
AS THE MYSTERIOUS SUPER MAN IN THIS STARTLING
OF THE WEST THE STORY OF THREE STRANGE
AND INSEPARABLE COMPANIONS A MAN, A HORSE AND A
DOG.
THEY KNEW NO EQUAL BUT ONE ANOOTHER NO
DOG.
THEY KNEW NO EQUAL BUT ONE ANOTHER NO

40.

Harlcy-Davidso-

mm.

Charlton, who has been vis- brothers. V. E. and E. K.
of Claud, left this'Week for
at Nashville, Tenn.

E. K. Charlton and family and W
E. Charlton and family of Claud left
this morning in their car for an ex
tended trip to points in Georgia and
Tennessee.
A. W. Hockenhull and Rev. G. M.
Kennedy attended the Bautist State
Convention nt Roswell the first of
the week.

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP
"The riiutoyraiihrr

119

"GIRL AND GUNPOWDER"

East Monroe Avenue

Phone 145

9--

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

High price second hand piano for
Hero Is a good buy for some one
if taken at once. $4, BOO buys this sale cheap. Croft Music 'Co.
modern home with large
AT THE
Mr. Mike Mundull, of Albuquerque,
basement, east front, lawn, sidewalks, close to high school. Good spent a few days in Clovis this week.
garage and other outbuildings. High
Miss Eula Matihgly returned last
board fence. Se us. Reagan Land
visit at
Company.
ltc week from a
Wichita, Kansas, and is back on the
J. L. Shaw and C. L Johnson of job in the News office.
Roswell who are general agents for
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. F. Thomaa rethe Occidental Life Insurance Co.,
were Clovis visitors this week. Mr. turned the latter part of last week
Shaw says Clovis needs more hotel from El Paso where they attended
facilities, making the statement to the fair held at that place.
a News reporter that seventeen peo
OCTOBER 16th
A. M. Hove, publicity man for
ple were turned away from a local
one day this week because they tho Santa Fe with headquarters at
hotel
TRY TO GET IN
Amarillo, spent lost Sunday in Clovis.
oculd not secure accommodations.
Mr. Hove stopped off here enroute
The Stito Medical Association home from a trip to Galveston.
meets at Roswell on Friday and SatC. A. Schcurich and Will Dawson
J. M. Love of Amarillo was a
urday of this week. Several doctors
I treat all diseases and disorders of
y
purchased the
brick
have
week.
this
visitor
confinement
attend
women and
from Clovis will attend and Dr. C.
building
now
on
Avenue
Grand
West
L. McClellan and Dr. Clyn Smith are
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.
occupied by the Clovis Furniture
Mr. and Mrs. D. I. Baijictt end
on .the program.
Company's undertaking parlors.
Mrs. Frances Nixon of Fort Sum- little daughter of Claude, Texas, are
County
here for a visit with relatives. Mr.
ner, who addressed the Curry
Dr. J. W. Boyle of Needvil'.e, TexW. B. Crnmer, manager
of the
Club Tuesday Harnett Is building a new grain ele- as, visited in Clovis Sunday and MonCox and Roosevelt
Long-Be- ll
Co., who was op
Lumber
Clyn
Mm.
guest
place.
of
vator
at
that
night, was the
day nt the home of his parents, Mr. eratedl on
for appendicitis at the
Smith while, in Clovis.
and Mm J. W. Boyle. He left
new Baptist Hospital last Thursday,
MeCormick Corn Binders and ReTuesday for Snnta Anna, Texas to
is improving nicely and will soon be
pairs. Let us have your order early.
attend the bedside of his brother, R. able to bo up end at his place of
B. Boyle who is quite sick of ty
business.
! ! !
phoid fever at that place.
Washers snd
Western Electric
Nearly new 5 room pebbledashcd Vacuum Cleaners at
house, with all new built-i- n fixtures.
., Ruv, Worthy Cameron of Cameron
nice lawn, side walks, high board
and Rev. H. P. Garrcti of Grady,
fence, wash house, chicken and coal
wuro in Clovis Tuesday enroute to
house, garage. Good neighborhood.
Roswell where they will attend the
Priced right let us show you. ReaConvention.
Baptist.
Stutq
KANSAS
OF
MR. JACK MAYER
Dr. Burton of Albuquerque was a
gan Land Co.
ltc
CITY WILL BECIN TEACHING
Clovis visitor Monday, having stopG. McDuff Gamblo of Grady was
Churns,' Milk Cans and Heavy ped off enrou'e to Roswell where he
VIOLIN WITH THE NEW MEXICO a Clovis visitor Tuesday. Mr. Gam-bl- e
Cream Delivery Cans.
will attend the Stnte Baptisct Consays Grady is coming to the front
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC ON
vention
as well as the State Medical
big
Ho says an exceptionally
new.
OCTOBER Hthl
Association. Dr Burton says people
whnat acreage is-- being planted in
in Albuquerque are taking a great
that locality but that a good rain
interest in. politics now and that all
would be appreciated now.
indications point to the fact that
Mr. "Mayer waa a pupil of Adolph
Bernalillo county will ga Democratic.
Let us show you the Maytag Power
METHODIST CHURCH
Brcske of the Chicago Musical CoWasher; a genuine convenience for
llie and other emmincnt astists.
At the Methodist Church, Sunday,
the farmer"! wife,
October 17, 1920.
Regular Meeting
Sunday school, 9:46 a. m., James
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
ENROLL EARLY If you wish a place
Ml Bickley, Superintendent. Classes
Will be held at Masonie Hall
for all.
In his class.
Second and Fourth Friday
Preaching by the pastor morning
nigltts of each month.
and evening. Subject 11:00 a. m.,
at 8.00 O'elo.
"Whose Servant are YeT" Subject
Studio 816 N. Pilo, Phone 145 or 162
Ragular Communication.
All Sir Knights residing in
p.
Alone."1
Us
m.,
7:30
"Let
A. F. A A. M.
.
this Jurisdiction are invited.
Senior League, 11:80 p. m., led by
Neat TawsJay Niiht
'
R. J. Neal, Recorder.
Floyd Marsh.
MUSIN CROFT
Shier. Secretary
P
Cams to the friendly church.
R. B. Freeman, Pastor.
DIRECTOR

)xaLvJ

'

in Your TWh,'

Here is a real bargain
modern home, 2 blocks from Main
Street. East front, big gaVnge, high
board fence and other outbuildings.
Have that old tire made new at
Before winter sets in get your
Only $4,!00. Sec us. Reagan Land
tfc system right. 3ee Dr. Warrincr.
Company.
ltc. Clovia Filling Station.

TWO REEL SUNSHINE COMEDY

'.,

--

For those fierce headaches see Dr.
Warriner, Chiropractor.

E. Peteraon and Mrs. Edna Hume
Have that old tire made new at
Clovis Filling Station.
tfc Durnr.d altondcd the Melrose fair at
Melrose last Friday.
f.
E. T. Jernigan made a business trip
E. NicouVmun returned", Monday
to Slnton, Texas, this week.
from a business trip to Albuquerque.
The Cramer Mill & Elevators Co.
C A. Hatc'u returned the first of
started their flour mill last week
and are now grinding flour out of the week from a 'business trip to
Santa Fe. .
Curry County wheat.
9--

SATURDAY NIGHT
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A New Delight
is now offered music lovers. Tlay any record you may select oh any
phonograph and then piuy it on the

ATTENTION

Violin Students

,

,

i. tj

.t

PHONOGRAPH
The violinist or the pianist can only expres the perfection of
his art on the finest instrument. And it is just as true that the fulL
beauty of a record can only be brought out by the finest phonograph.
Silver Grain Spruce the wood of the famous Stradivariua and
Cremona violins is the wood of the STARR singing throat.
THE STARR BETTERS ALL RECORDS

.

Hearing is believing. Come here to hear the STARR play any
record, as well aa the incomparable Gennett Record. New list) just
out. Here are a few: "Oh, By Jingo," "Dardanella," "L Veeda "
"I'd Love ta Fall Asleep," "Silver Moon," (yodling) "How We
Laugh," (laughing song).

'

Groft Music Gcv
Phon

148

119 East Moaroa
EVERYTHING MUSICAL

A.

Piano Players, Phonographs, Records, Player Rolls, Sbeti Ujnilc,
and all kinds of rauslical instruments, etc.
.
,
piano.
new
every
purchaser
LESSONS
ol
a
FREE MUSIC
to
,
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE
n Phonographs during Fatf
Week.

Easy Terms.

,

.

Vc
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CAMERON NEWS

Arc Better Prepared

To Serve You

!

Tn order to serve our eustomers both in Clovis
and Curry County to better advantage, T. M.
Hurkman, an experienced welder, has been added
to our firm, and we are now prepared to answer
calls anvwhere in the count v at anv time.
"Wo arc adding new equipment to our plant, and
can give you immediate service in the welding line.

We Weld any Metal and Guarantee It.

Admiral Welding Shop
Rear Farmers State Bank

Shop Phone 436

Residence Phone 429
Clovis, N. M.

v
$

X

ALL WORK (jUARAXTEKD

Cornell's Automobile Paint Shop
Corner Ilagerman and (lidding
X

t

The three brothers of Carl Wilkinson who have been visiting here
to their home at Mineral
Wells, Texas, starting Sunnday.
r Rev. A. W. Cameron
is attending
the Baptist Convention at Roswoll
this week.
H. D. Shehan and family and Mr.
and Mrs. Moses Vinyard were Sun
day gueBts of Jobio Crecelius.
A. C. Johnston's children are sick
with scarlet fiver this week.
Rev. A. W. Cameron and Rev , A.
L. Maddox closed a very successful
evangelistic campaign
at Hollene
last Sunday.
Mrs. Mida Woods was very sick
lew days last week.
Frank Davis bcught tho Sam Jennings crop and is living in the house
Mr. Jennings vacated while' he is
gathering the crop.
i
, Mb. and Mrs. J. Z. Isler and Mrs.
Leo Watkins and her mother, sister
and little daughter visited Reid Isler and family Sunday,
Rev. A. L., Maddox and Rev. H. P.
Garrett were calling in the neighborhood Monday. They took dinner
with the Cameron family.
J. C. Woods is in Illinois at the
bedside of his sister who is very low.
Phil Mote made a trip to Roswell
and returned with 100 bushels of
apples which he sold in the neigh
borhood.
Mr. and Mrs A. W. Cameron. Sr..
ntended the meeting at Hollen Sun- -

T

m

or Fair Visitors
We have secured the following line of used cars for Fair Week

Big 6
Dodge 4

Ford 4
Grant 6

It

is a little inconvenient to meet
tit the Court House ye we had a very

Card class.'
Bro. Mickey will be home next
enjoyable service last Sunday morn-n- week and will preach for us tho 4th
Sunday.
The Bible School attendance '.vol
Come out and hear him.
all we could expect. Every clu.u wus
REPORTERS.

Josie Crecelius spent Sunday night
and Monday at the home of her
father, J. Z. Isler. Also Hazel Isler
called there Monday.
A. A. Dethrage and family were

Great preparation! are being made
by the people of the Grady community to attend the Curry County
Fair at Clovis. A meeting was held
at the school building lust Friday
night to decide whether Grady would
take part as a community or not. It

County Fairs are educational. In unity there is strength.
is the key to success and wealth. This fair is your
fair. And we ask you to
with us hy giving us your presence during the three days of the hig event.
We have endeavored to make it worth while to you by securing the best machinists out of Amarillo, Kansas City and Dallas,
to demonstrate to the public our different-lineof implements and
machinery The Oliver man will be here to show you why the
Oliver Lister has no equal. Our drill expert out of Kansas Citv
will be here to show you why our drills are true to name, Superior.
Southern Mow Company of Dallas, Texas, will send their representative all the way out here just to show you why the Clark
Cutaway Harrow has come to stay.
Lots of oilier implements and machinery will be on' exhibit
that are not mentioned here. We are rushing our big implement
and machinery house to completion and when finished expect to
carry the largest stock in New Mexico. Have now several carloads
piled on the ground.
We want to get better acquainted with you and want to meet
you while at the fair.
Mak e our headquarters your resting place. We will endeavor
to make it worth while to you.
j
,
Comctition is the life of trade. We are new competitors
and after your business, which will enable us to stay in business.
We are progressive, and do not expect dollars to be thrown
into our treasure box without an honest effort on our part. We
await to tell you the rest when we meet you at the fair. Don't
forget to ask us about the grain market. We receive same
every hour during the trading hours of the Kansas City and
Chicago Boards of Trade. While our advice to our customers is
to market their grain Blowly as possible, while the'markets are so
rotten, yet we are prepared at any time to give you the highest
price .for your grain. .
A little pleasant business with us will never quit growing.
Your friends,
s

.

-

by-wir-

Lane & Sons Grain Co.
S. W. LANE, Manager

,

Dodge Speedster

dHV.

te

;

Chassis

Maxwell 4

The cars and others for sale, and several for trade at
prices.
Our cars will run from fair grounds to auto show everv hour.

J. R. WHITE

I

full and all teachers present, except
Mrs. Munroe, who in teacher of the

Ford 1 ton solids
Ford 1 ton pneumatics
Ford Pickup

King 8

CRADY NEWS
CHURCH OF CHRIST

Trucks

Touring-Oakl- and

Sunday guests of Mrs. M. A. Johnston.
Quite a number are bringing their
corn to J. Z. Isler's mill for grinding.

Across from Cramer Mill and Elevators Company
Residence 600 East Grand
Clovis. N. M.

Car Stow

Motor Car Ignition, Starting and Lighting Systems, Repair
Station

Ilagerman and Pile .Streets

Clovis, N. M.

Deleo, Bemy, Klaxon, Wagner, Westinghouse, Autolite,

Bijur, At water, Kent, Connecticut, Ford, Splitdorf,
IMxie,

was arranged that we attend as a
community on Saturday.
United Stutes Senator A. A. Jones
gave an address to the school and
citizens October 4th, at the school
building. We arv highly appreciative
Of his explaining the League of Na
tions to us.
Grady is fast growing out of her
former clans. The Methodist church
has been sold and converted into a
Mr. Boncy has moved into
hotel.
his new store building.
Stanfield
Bros, will have their new adobe
busines house completed soon. The
foundation is laid for the new Bap
tist parsonage. Plans have been per
fected for a new lodge hall, post
office and doctor's office. Verily,
Grady is "lliere."
Our school is progressing nicely
and entering heartily into all com
munity enterprises.
The literary
sociteies have been reorganized and
two programs have been rendered.
They have arranged to have a joint
meeting once every month.
There arc two new additions to
our faculty one for the high school
and a music teacher. We hope for a
very successful year and are almost
assured of it already.
Only fifty-fou- r
men of the Amerl
can Expeditionary
Force returned
from France with the congressional
medal of honor. Among the civil oc
cupations represented by the heroes
were those of butler, steward, college
professor, country church deacon,
landscape gardncr, office clerk, real
estate salesman, lawyer, musical com
edy actor, and cigar maker.

Bosch and Fisrnan

Systems

THE PROGRESS CLUBB

t

BELLVIEW SCHOOL NOTES

The Progress Club met in regular

4 session at the

home

of

Mrs.

L. B.

Cregg Tuesday afternoon.
The
Our music teacher has arrived
program was given:
Her name is Miss Klotz. We all likeA brief sketch of tho history of
lier fine and we are sure we wili the
suffrage movement. Mrs. Howlearn under her leadership.
ard.
Mrs. Durand came out and jtaycJ
A Look Forward.
Mrs. McCul-louga few minutes last Thursday to see
how many were going to encampWhat the Republican party hat to
ment and to give us some instruc- offer tho Woman Voter. Mr. D. K.
tions about our exhibits.
Fitzhugh.
Mi.Hs Agnes Osborne was sick the
What the Democratic party haa to
first part of the week but we arc offer the Woman Voter. Mr. Carl
glad to say she is with us again.
A. Hatch.
Miss Horn also is sick and returned
Cuni.it F.venls.
to her home at Tcico last week. Miss
The hostesses, Mrs. Byrl Johnson
Klotx has taken her place as teacher and Mrs. Gregg, served delicious reuntil she returns.
freshments.
The rfcxt meeting will
Our basketball teams are sure be with Mrs. Board, October 20th.
working hard this week and are getting up some fine "leam work."
News Classified ads get results.
h.

ijL

jboostcrJ

dacUsahandy

POINT ENTERPRISE
Several of tho young people want
Fairfield
Friday
night.
Miss Jewell Copeland of .Portalcs
visited Dove Joiner a few days this
week,
Mrs. Dean Edmondsnn and child
ren returned this week to their home
in Dallas, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Jarrell of Pleasant
Hill visited in this community Fri
day night and Saturday. '
Mr. and Mrs. Coffee of Grady,
Mrs. Thomas and family and Mr.
Bates and family were caller in the
Wilson homo Sunday.
: Mrs. Camahan
called at the Mea-dhome Saturday afternoon.
Dell Johnson visited Maudie Jones
Sundny.

to the party at

This time of the year appeals particularly to
the folks who like to get out on the highways'and
view the countryside. This auto shop appeals to
the wise car owner who knows what he wants and
is quite certain that he is not going to be overcharged for it. We handle standard auto merchandise in
this your service station.
THE SHOP THAT GIVES YOUR DOLLAR
A LONG RIDE
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FAIR

'CD'

VISITORS

Opportunities to purchase Fall and Winter apparel and Dry Goods at prices that will make
their visit to "The Curry County Harvest Festival" one long to be rembered.
Aside from the saving, you'll not regret the extra effort you made to attend this event in connection with the many "Fair Attractions," when you can see the quaKty of the materials offered.

We are particularly proud of the good valus we are featuring during these Three Big Days

FAIR VISITORS WE WELCOME YOU
FAIR SPECIALS ON BED LINENS
SHEETINGS
0--

42in Pillow Tubing,

Unbleached Pullman Sheeting, 88c

10-- 4
9- -

PILLOW CASES

Unbleached Pullman Sheeting, 78c

4

4 Bleached

Pullman Sheeting

36in Pillow Tubing,
42x36

Bleached Pullman and
Gafza Sheeting

(XI TTIIYTP C

.j

-

u can get used to anything. Even
mely girl geta so she doean't look
you have to look at nor
meiy

Pullman Cases, each

55c

.39c

mm

or- -

GfcCTF!

ouv

35c
45c

v

"

it Anw

j&

valufl. Snnfiinl

E8c

FINE TURKISH TOWELS, Size 17x34, 75c value
Special by the pair
1
..63c
ONE LOT TURKISH TOWELS, Sze 15x30
worth 65c, Fair Special, per pair
&3o
.
ONE LOT HUCK TOWELS, size 15x25
Good values at 50c, Fair Special

ty timet a day.

CHEVIOTS Fine for School Shirts or Blouses.
.r8c Quality, special, per yard
...
45c Quality, special, per yard --

34c
40c

MIDDY CLOTH Red and Blue.
55c Quality, special, per yard
75c Quality, special, per yard
-

49c
68c

Fair
Fair
Quality, Fair
Quality, Fair

Special, per
Special, per
Special, per
55c!
Special, per
60c
85c Shirting Madras Special
45c Quality,
50c Quality,

man will go around complaining
this is a cold world JuBt because
as a wifo who makes it hot for

'
s a wasto of time to preach hell
man who ia raising a uig fam
ii a small salary these days.
He
rs all sbout holt.

24 inch
10

'.40c

'

1
L

45c
49c
54c

76c

BIRDSEYE DIAPER CLOTH
yard lengths, Fair Special

39c

Men's Hawk Brand Overalls
UNION MADE
Heavy Weight Garments

Per Garment
yard
yard
yard
yard

.

in ml

'

PERCALES

a

35c yd.

Towel Fair Specials

(3f

v

rie.

52c

72x90 one seam Sheets, $1.75 val., $1.45
72x90 one seam Sheets, $2.25 val., $1.85
72x90 Seamless Sheets, $2.50 val, $2.00
72x90 Pride of the West
Sheets, Special
$2.23
81x90 Pullman Seamless Sheets
Special
$2.65
fc

offered at

k

a girl ia wearing nothonder her outer clothe but
red onion suit and a blackUnd-ta- n
t, she likea to refer to it as her

57c

Every Piece in Stock, regardless of Selling Price or Cost,

GINGHAMS
i.
dopucuu1
in. anu AKr:
tuc
uuiguums,
50c Ginghams
55c and 65c Ginghams
RTirt

per yd

42x36 Special Cases, each

95c

Piece Goods

LUKE MeLUKJE SAYS

SHEETS

per yd

88c

10- - 4

t a t t a etc i is

fven when

DAY

SPECIAL
FA

pr

S

Overalls and Jumperu
$3.00 Per Garment

Standard Hawk Brand Overalls and Jumpers
Per Garment $2.50 Per Garment

Men's and Boys IIiih Grade Coveralls at
10
.
Reduction
SHOP CAPS, Fair Special
:

.45c

27 and 30 inch
$2,95

10

BIRDSEYE DIAPER CLOTH
yard lengths, Fair Special

$3.25

a man who thought

ho was born to command. But
?t married and changed his mind.
the surgeons could only remove
onscience by operating a lot of
would sleep better at night.

ter a wpman finds that she tins
calcs at around 250 pounds she
omit that the girls in her family
Mclincd to bo a little stout

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OP LADIES, MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, SHOES AND FURNISHING GOODS
WILL BE DISCOUNTED 10 FROM REGULAR SELLING PRICES DURING THE THREE DAYS OF "THE CURRY
COUNTY HARVEST FESTIVAL."

WATCH OUR WINDOW FOR INTERESTING DISPLAYS
FAIL TO SEE US BEFORE MAKING YOUR SELECTIONS.
DEPARTMENT.
IN EVERY
DO NOT

'ter may bo great atuf f. But It
' makoa yon
out your arm

"IF IT'S

I'd

anothnr man's shoulders
you sing, "For It't .Always
weather When Good Follows
ogothcr." Cincinnati Enquir--

jilroad can are ferried acreas
fanana rivar in Alaska In aum-id wlnlor tKo railroad trneks
i'ld on tho thick fee aitd tains
m

aVi
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A MONEY SAVING EVENT PLANNED WITH A VIEW OF GIVING

la
he tontiment
undoubtedly
ving that the time has came to
ue New Mexico from Boss-rul-e
i from a system of taxation which
rimtnatca against the common
yer in favor of the big corpor.
na.
This fact haa been driven
u everywhere by Judge Hanna,
t declares in his speeches, that,
le it is not his purpose to place
Wir burdens upon the big mining
porations, it is his purpose to see
jt that inveatmenta In cattle and
;p and agriculture and the ordi-- y
conduct of business necessary
iie welfare of the Stte, are not
buraged by the high tax rate that
I increased since the close of
the
Jonald administration from Mr
,000 for all purposea to an eltl-- i
d tax expense for 1920 of more
ji $12,000,000.
idge Hanna haa pointed out and
Hpeechea have been supported by
and figures that whereas the
ta Fe Railroad Company, which
no cdntribution to the Repub- h campaign fund, pays more than
00,000 annually, the Chino Cop- Company, which probably pays
its just proportion of taxes
any other big mining corpora- in the state, and. which has an
me quite equal to or in excess of
Santa Fe Railroad, pays only
,7,000 in taxes.
is also pointed out by the Demo
tic speakers that, while an ordi
) business building that would rent
$000 a year (making a net income
brobably $500 a year)' pays on a
valuation of not lexa than $5,000,
were taxed on its net income, the
lotion would not exceed $500. The
o Copper Company, for example,
b three1 per cent state and county
on an income of between $10,'
000 and $12,000,000 a year. If
owner of a small business or
lence property paid in the same
lortion, his taxes on that build-would not exceed $16 instead of
or $150 which he now pays.
hose things are bringing the los-home to tho State that if taxea
to be equalised, the Democratic
j must elect not only its Govern
and the whole state ticket, but
uat also elect a majority of both
W
of the legislature.
This.
,re Hanna aaya can be done this

om

R

IG TIM
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njit Fo, New Mexico, Oct. 4.
Democratic campaign in New
,ico U in full awing and very
o audiences have attended every
ting held by Judge Hanna, candi-- j
fpr governor, Hon. Antonio Lu-- j,
candidate for congress and
i. R. E. Putney, who is accom-yin- g
these candidates
in their
There is every
? of the state.
from the numbers of Repub-tistwhave declared their pur-- )
to support the Democratic Stat
,ct, that the Democratic csndl-- s
will win by a much larger av-- f'
vote than any winning candi-- f
ever received in past state elec- -
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WE HAVE SOME WONDERFUL VALUES

NEW WE HAVE IT'
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We're StOl
On The Job!
Although the Motor Inn Garage
lias changed hands, the change does not
affect the

ii

tAmwn
doimijsfls

Motor Inn Repair Shop
And we are still on the job, giving
:hc same dependable service to our
friends and customers in the line of

J

Automobile Repairs
Come in and see us. Give us a
trial we guarantee satisfaction.
We have added a new Bearing

J

,

mm

Mm

NA

THE FRONT OF' 'A" COAT

Truing machine to our equipment and
can take care of your flat sided crank
shafts.

tiOES NOT REQUIRE STIFF-ENINMETHODS TO MAKE
IT SET GRACEFULLY. THE
TUROLE IDEA RETAINS ITS
SOFT ATTRACTIVENESS IN
THE FACE OF NOT HAVING
G

Motor Inn Repair Shop
W. R. MERRILL

R. L. MERRILL

ROLE

U

I

78,000 BUSHELS OF
SWEET POTATOES IN
PORTALES DISTRICT

"NO SEPARATE PEACE
WITH GERMANY," CRY
OF LEAGUE ApVOCATES

Portalcs E. N. Wheeler, secretary
of the sweet potato growers' association, stated this week that the crop
for this year in the vV.'.a would run
nearly 60,000 bushels and with what
there will be in private storage the
total crap will run over 75,000 bushels. This crop hug been a (Treat success this year and many of the local
farmers are now making plans to
double the acreage during the coming
year. Besides the sweet potatoes it
is eHtimated that there will be produced in the valley over 12,00 bushels of Denia onions, all of which will
be marketed in this city. These two
crops alone will bring the farmers of
this part of the state over $100,000.

George White,
chairman of the Democratic 'national committee, announced today a new
slogan adopted by the supporter! of
the loague of nations idea for the
campaign.
It is "No Separate Peace With
Germany."
"This rally cry," Mr. White said,
"is echoed in the hearts of all who
favor the league.
"The speech of Senator Harding
at Des Moines verifies the proposal
in his speech of acceptance and his
vote on the Knox resolution in favor
ofi a separate peace with Germany."

THE ORD'INARY ITEMS
USUALLY APPLIED TO

CUSTOM SERVICE WITItOVT

GAIN LASTING SHAPELINESS.

AT FASHION PARK
ALWAYS PRICE P TO WARRANT VALVE

New York, Oct. 8.
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The recent explosion in Wall
Street filled the New York newspapers with explosion insurance adver-

In Algeries three Sabbaths are ob- tisements. It was estimated that sevserved during a week, that of the eral hundred thousand dollars worth
Mohammedans on Friday, the Jews of plate glass windows were broken.
on

on Saturday
Sunday.

and the Christians

There is a member of the Housu of
Commons from Scotland, who, during
Fruit growers in Western Michi- the past 20 years as a member, has
A French scientist has discovered
gan have asked the school authorities never made a speech In the House. the original of an O. Henry story
to permit children to help gather the He is very popular.
The
on ancient Egyptian papryus.
crops. There is s shortage of pickpapryus had never been rendered into
An American army officer in Paris modern languago before,
ers as well as railroad cars.
and O.
has had his rent doubled in s year Henry did not understand Egyptian.
King Albert of the Belgians is tour- and yet is paying less than when he
Marriage is a romance in which the
ing South America as the guest of the first occupied the flat. The rate of
exchange explains the situation.
nations. He is now in Brazil.
hers dies in the first chapter.

Argentina has a cute way of recognizing large families, When a seventh son is born to an Argentine
family the- president of the republic
automatically becomes the godfather.
-

Get your fill at the Clovis Filling

Station

GROWERS URCED TO HOLD
state boards of agriculture and simi
WHEAT FOR $3 BUSHEL lar organizations are urged to co
operate with the association in its
Wichita, Kansas.
Oct. 0. The effort to raise the pries of whcsV
Wheat Growers Association of the
United Stat, with s membership
The first threatened war that has
of 70,000 in Kansas, Oklahoma, Tex simmered down at the behest of the
as, Nebraska, and South Dakota, has League of Nations was s boundary
issued from its office hero a procla quarrel between Poland and Lithuamation to all members urging them nia which had already reached the
to refrain from sulling any wheat stage whtire shots had been exchangafter 6 p. nt, October 25. until such ed.
time as the price of good wheat is
raised to $3.00 a bushel at grower's
Beauty may be only skin deep in
terminal market.
a thin girl. But it is deeper than
Agricultural colleges, farm burwiif thai in u perfect HO.

.....

Buy Your Haynes NOW
--and SAVE $250 or $300
(On October 15th we will be compelled to increase prices on all models)

T TNTIL October

w

15th we
will accept orders for

Haynes at
the present prices for all
the new 1921
models.

On that date we will be compelled to increase the prices,
making them $250 more for
the open cars and $300
more for the closed cars.
$3185 will be the price of the

new 1921 Haynes Touring
car, beginning October 15th.
Until then, you can purchase
one fqr $2935. At the new

price of $3185 the Haynes is
still at least a thousand dollars underpriced.

Hundreds

of owners of

Haynes cars, after comparing
the Haynes with other cars
priced at $4,000 to $5,000,
frankly state they would prefer the new 1921 Haynes to
any other car in the $4,000
class.

right
We
and fair to give our patrons
and friends ample notice of
this coming change in prices.
believe it is only

We realize that there are
many people who have been
intending to become Haynes
owners, and for that reason
are entitled" to have this
opportunity to save $250 or
$300 by reaching their
decision to purchase their
cars now.
On October 15th, therefore,
the price changes will be

?

put into effect, and we
can accept orders for the
Haynes on the basis of the
present prices until that date

only.

The Haynes Automobile Company of
BUYERS PROTECTED
PRICES GUARANTEED
Kokomo not only authorizes us to guarantee the prices of Haynes cars against reduction during the next six
months but further says that if for any reason there should be a reduction in price the difference will be
refunded to the purchaser. Buyers of Haynes cars will be fully protected in their investment.
Pricn quoted f. o. b. hctorr. Koksme

i

HON. W. W. NICHOLS

CHARACTER

CARS

Hon. W. W. Nichols spent two or
thrco dsys the later part of last wauk
at home after a trip over various
parts of the stuto looking after his
duties as deputy income tax collector.
While Mr. NichoU was away the
Democrats of Curry County nominated him for Representative,' a position he will fill In nn able manner.
Mr. Nlcholi says in nil parts of

the state the Democratic ticket is
meeting with favor and only ono
thing ran possibly keep tho whole
Democratic slate ticket from being
elected, and this one thing Is the"
Democratic women of the stats falling to' vote. Ho says ths women of-tRepublican party everywhere sr
active and will poll their full vote.
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ATTRACTIONS
Giant Carnival Company
Free Shows
ands
Annual Encampment Boys' and Girls' Clubs
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SPECIAL SALE
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FOR THE

t

COUNTY

FAIR

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY
October 14th 15th and 16th
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OFFERED BY
r

KNIGHT-CAMPBE-

Candidate for Judge of the
Supreme Court.

NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND A STORE ROOM IN CLOVIS
WHERE WE COULDDISPLAY

(J

LARRY SEMON in "SCHOOL DAYS"
Two reel comedy that is just plumb churl full
of action and fun.

COMPANY

TO THE PEOPLE OF CLOVIS AND VlCINITYi

Hnrrv L. Pflttnn. f)nmnf.rfitlf nnmt
r.ee for Judge of (ho Supremo Court, j
spent two or three day the latter
part of last week in Clovi visiting W
.,
hi fnmlW
Mr Pnftnn tioa
ducting an active campaign for the
past month and has seen many voters.
He says Republicans oil over the
otc are going to register their disapproval of the extravaunce and
high taitos as well as bossism by voting the entire state Democratic ticket
this year. Mr. Patton soys that since
the Republicans all over the state are
going to lend their assistance in
put over the Democratic ticket,
it is certainly the duty of the Democrats to all go to the polls and vote.
"The women of the Republican party
on the west side are all going to the
polls and vote," said Mr, Patton.
"They are really taking more interest
in the campaign than the men and if
the Democratic women want to help
win this victory they must go to the
polls." Mr. Patton believe
that
nothing now can stand in tho way of
Democratic victory except that the
Democrats In the eastern counties foil
to go to tho polls.
Mr. Patton left Clovis Monday
morning and in all probability will m
not be back until election time.

A story of love among tho artists.
A tender romance of tears and laughter
in a picture of wonderful heart appeal.

MUSIC

LL

U

s
DEMOCRATS WILL WIN
EASILY IF ALL VOTE

CHAP"

Player-Pian- os

'

HON. HARRY U PATTON

Paramount Special Picture with

Fine Pianos and

I I

l

OCTOBER 14th.

'
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CURRY

Gfeat Eargaks

11

;

THIS ENTIRE STOCK WE HAVE

ARRANGED TO HAVE A SAMPLE OF EACH INSTRUMENT ON
EXHIBITION AT JERNIGAN'S

JEWELRY STORE.

ONE PLAY- -'

AND TWO PIANOS WILL BE CONTINUOUSLY ON

'

DISPLAY DURING THIS SALE.

AS FAST AS ONE IS SOLD

ANOTHER WILL BE BROUGHT FROM STORAGE TO TAKE ITS
PLACE UNTIL THE ELEVEN

ARE EXHAUSTED.

COME IN AND LET US SHOW YOU THESE WONDERFUL
VALUES AND

TO YOU THE

EXPLAIN

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

PLAN OF SELLING.

hclp-ing'- to

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15th

George Walsh
IN

"A MANHATTAN KNIGHT"
A story of the underworld of New York's Four
Hundred, the tricks and exploits of each depicted
in a thrilling novelty melodrama.
"BRIDE 13" Chapter Four

Just abounds with thrills and action.
SATURDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 16tk

TOM
--

MUX

IN-

II

IT'S EASY FOR YOU
THIS PIANO SALS IS GOING ON NOW AT JERNIGAN'S
JEWELRY

STORE, MAIN STREET.

A. E. DORMAN IN CHARGE
.

m

did address to the ladies on this sub-- ,
He aiio instructed them;
manner.
how to vote correctly by showing
a sample ballot. This was1
greatly appreciated, and all wish he
might visit tho club again.
Mors Than 1,000 Ammbled to Hsar
Next on the program was a paper
Prominent Sneakers and
written by Mrs. Puttison, "Em'orce- Sea Club Displays.

mont of the Laws," and a paper on
"Right
and Privileges of Womci
of New Mexico," by Mrs. Uuy Hock-thecnhull. Both showed careful thouelit
and study.
Mrs, Nixon, of Foil Sumner, who
was a guest of the club for the afternoon, gave a short talk on the poli

tical problems confronting the wo.
of New Mexico. All voted this
a greut treat as sho is
woman of
great ability and has studied this)
question for years.
The club then adjourned to meet
October 20th with Mrs. Guy
m--

One of the best fairs Curry Coun
ty has ever known was held in Mel

rose last Friday when the community
and the boys and girls club members
met and exhibited sampler of their
year's work.
District Judge
S. G.
Biatton,
County Superintendent
James M.
A whirlwind talc of the
and of three
Bickley, County Agent E. Peterson,
strange pals a man, a horse "and a dog. No equals
County Club Leader Mrs. Edna
but one another No master but their own fury, and
Hume Durand, and Mr. Carver of
lightning is like a turtle as compared with the action
Melrose, gave interesting talkj to
more than 1,000 visitors.
of the story and the way that "Whistling Dan" can
A big
basket dinner was served on the
pull his gun.
ground at noon.
A splendid array of exhibits from
Two-Reel
Sunshine Comedy
Abo
the community were on hand, and the
displnys of tho Boys' and Girls' Club
members were exceptionally good.
The day's program was clo.srd with
NEW OIL COMPANY
a hankelball game between Melrose
LEADER
P.
G. 0.
FORMED IN CLOVIS
a..d Ranchvale.
The Triangular Oil Company la the
The wooden hat may replace that
name of tho new wholesale oil firm
which has been organized in Clovis of the straw variety next season in
by S. A. Jones, J. E. Lindley, J. H. London. It is cheaper than straw
New York, Oct. 8. Herbert
though slightly heavier. In shape it
member of the Republican na- Barry, and Thoa. Holm.
Pier ore being erected and tanks Is similar to tho ordinary straw hat,
tional executive committee from
1916 to 1920, today announced his with a capacity, of 85,000 gallons but the color is dullish white.
intention to vote for Governor Cox, will be installed on tho Santa
A Stoubcnville; Ohio, woman has
nominee. Fc tracks northeast of the Gurley
Dembocratic presidential
written tho mayor of tho city asking
e.
The company will start
His announcement was made in a
exemption from a tax on five of
letter to the New York county Re- operations within the next thirty days fourteen dogs. Sho says she is her
too
and
W, W. Fry, who until recently
publican committee, ok which he was
poor to pay for tho license on more
of the Magonce chairman, resigning from that was local
than nino.
nolia Petroleum Company, will be
body.
manager.
The compnr.y will serve
In his letter Mr. Parsons said:
The Dutch government will offer a
"I am for Harding and for the considerable '.erritOTy in the Texas large money, priie to tho first Dutch
league of Nations. Cox is 'going Panhandlo and Eastern New Mexico. aviator to fly from Holland to Java.
in.' Harding not for 'going in'
Three nrrie have been made to date.
"X. Y. Z'S." ENTERTAIN
though in the scnate'lie voted for
'going in' so I am for Cox."
For 13 year Rudolph Myers has
The first of the Clovis public been
building a railroad near Jetmore
McPHERSON-TAYLOscnooi xacuiiy entertainment was Kansas, without any assistance. 12
given Saturday evening to the rest of miles
of grading have been completed
Clovis friends havo received an- the teachers by those who are In the
nouncement of the marriage of Miss S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. and Z soction. but no rails have been laid. He ha
paid for the property milo by mile.
Arvllle Taylor, formerly of Clovis A banquet was spread in the domestic
and Grady, but now of Denver, to science dining room, and SunrinWOMAN'S CLUB
Mr. William H. McFhenon of Greely, tendent E. W. Bowyer presided a
is
and
well
Colorado. Miss Taylor
toast master.
The Woman' Club met Tuesday
favorably known in Clovis, having
This is the first of four faculty afternoon at the beautiful new counmade her home with Mr. and Mrs. E. entertainments which will be given try home of Mrs. Dee Humphrey.
E. Bundy wbilo attending high school during the year, and which In the The ubjcct for the afternoon was:
Mr. McPherson is employed past have proveM an important fea "Woman' Relation to the State as a
here.
by the Union Pacific railway as cash- ture In school entertainment.
Citlren." Leader, Mrs. Stalker.
ier at Greeley, Colorado, where the
Mr. C. A. Hatch first gave
splcn
New Classified ads get results.
couple will, make their home.
joct, In his pleasing and rourtcatiB

"THE UNTAMED"
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Electric Filling Station
Clovis,
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ALONG any highway in town or
note the great numher of Ajux Road
can tell them bj their trianplcd
.ndthe ir sturdy Shoulders of Strength.
We sell the com plcte Ajax line. Come in. Let
why Ajax users are so cnlhuei- -
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